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Abstract
This dissertation thesis consists of a series of chapters that are interwoven by
solving interesting biological problems, employing various computational methodologies.
These techniques provide meaningful physical insights to promote the scientific fields of
interest. Focus of chapter 1 concerns, the importance of computational tools like docking
studies in advancing structure based drug design processes. This chapter also addresses
the prime concerns like scoring functions, sampling algorithms and flexible docking
studies that hamper the docking successes. Information about the different kinds of
flexible dockings in terms of accuracy, time limitations and success studies are presented.
Later the importance of Induced fit docking studies was explained in comparison to
traditional MD simulations to predict the absolute binding modes.
Chapter 2 and 3 focuses on understanding, how sickle cell disease progresses
through the production of sickled hemoglobin and its effects on sickle cell patients. And
how, hydroxyurea, the only FDA approved treatment of sickle cell disease acts to subside
sickle cell effects. It is believed the primary mechanism of action is associated with the
pharmacological elevation of nitric oxide in the blood, however, the exact details of this
mechanism is still unclear. HU interacts with oxy and deoxyHb resulting in slow NO
production rates. However, this did not correlate with the observed increase of NO
concentrations in patients undergoing HU therapy. The discrepancy can be attributed to
the interaction of HU competing with other heme based enzymes such as catalase and
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peroxidases. In these two chapters, we investigate the atomic level details of this process
using a combination of flexible-ligand / flexible-receptor virtual screening (i.e. induced
fit docking, IFD) coupled with energetic analysis that decomposes interaction energies at
the atomic level. Using these tools we were able to elucidate the previously unknown
substrate binding modes of a series of hydroxyurea analogs to human hemoglobin,
catalase and the concomitant structural changes of the enzymes. Our results are consistent
with kinetic and EPR measurements of hydroxyurea-hemoglobin reactions and a full
mechanism is proposed that offers new insights into possibly improving substrate binding
and/or reactivity.
Finally in chapter 4, we have developed a 3D bioactive structure of O6alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase (AGT), a DNA repair protein using Monte Carlo
conformational search process. It is known that AGT prevents DNA damage, mutations
and apoptosis arising from alkylated guanines. Various Benzyl guanine analouges of O6methylguanine were tested for activity as potential inhibitors. The nature and position of
the substitutions methyl and aminomethyl profoundly affected their activity. Molecular
modeling of their interactions with alkyltransferase provided a molecular explanation for
these results. The square of the correlation coefﬁcient (R2 ) obtained between E-model
scores (obtained from GLIDE XP/QPLD docking calculations) vs log(ED)values via a
linear regression analysis was 0.96. The models indicate that the ortho-substitution causes
a steric clash interfering with binding, whereas the meta-aminomethyl substitution allows
an interaction of the amino group to generate an additional hydrogen bond with the
protein. Using this model for virtually screening studies resulted in identification of

ix

seven lead compounds with novel scaffolds from National Cancer Institute Diversity
Set2.

x

Chapter 1. In silco Structure Based Molecular Modeling
Incorporating Receptor Flexibility
1.1 Structure based drug design
The central goal of drug discovery involves lead optimization of small molecules
that favorably regulates the enzymes biological activity. Most pharmaceutical companies
use wet-lab based high throughput screening (HTS) for detection of novel lead
compounds. However, these drug development processes are time consuming, expensive,
and have low hit rates, which led to the development of cost effective in-silico type
structure based drug designing techniques.1

Structure based drug design (SBDD)

techniques rely on a high resolution 3D bioactive protein structures obtained through
experimental

techniques

like

X-ray

crystallography

or

NMR.

Alternatively,

computational homology modeling can create these if experimental 3D structures are not
available. Subsequently, various small molecule libraries are virtually screened in protein
active-site and the approximate binding affinities are estimated with the help of in silico
drug design tools such as docking programs. Further, low-energy compounds with good
complementary interactions are screened based on visual inspection, virtual ADME
calculations, and Lipinski’s rule of five. Following this procedure, the top scoring
compounds are produced from chemical vendors or synthesized in the laboratory for
biological testing.2 Once the lead compound is identified, structure activity relationship
(SAR) studies are performed to improve the biological activity of the lead compound.
1

Finally, the whole SBDD process is reiterated but focused libraries similar to the lead
compound are used with advanced docking tools to best obtain the ideal drug candidate.
1.2 Molecular docking studies
Docking studies play a critical role in the development of novel drugs with unique
molecular scaffolds in SBDD efforts including virtual screening studies. For over 20
years3 docking studies have been primarily used for predicting correct binding poses and
estimating approximate binding affinities by scoring interaction energies between the
protein x-ray crystal structure and small molecules of interest. Initial docking studies
were based on the lock and key theory proposed by Emil Fischer,4 in which the ligands
are bound to a protein receptor in a lock and key fashion. This docking protocol treats
both the ligand and receptor as rigid bodies, however current developments include
ligand flexibility in programs such as Glide,5 GOLD,6 AutoDock,7 and FlexX.8 The
primary goals of docking studies are predicting experimental binding modes, identifying
false positives from true binders and predicting absolute binding free energies for a given
ligand library. However, despite the development of over 60 docking programs9 the
attempts to use a universal docking program to satisfy these goals are difficult. These
limitations arise due to various factors like approximations used in docking programs,
inadequate sampling of ligand degrees of freedom, validation of docking programs using
only limited protein-ligand data sets, not accounting for protein flexibility, and scoring
function issues in handling metals, co-factors, covalent interactions, explicit water
molecules etc.3 However, addressing limitations such as scoring function, sampling
algorithms, and receptor flexibilities remain active areas of research.

2

Figure 1-1: Flowchart displaying the prime concerns consisting of ligand sampling,
scoring function, and flexible docking studies.
1.3 Scoring Functions
One of the primary objectives of a scoring function is to estimate the relative
binding energies of small molecules to the protein active site and rank their putative
binding affinities. One scoring function limitation is the ineffectiveness to predict
absolute binding free energies due to simplification and approximations to save on
computational time. Development of scoring functions remains an active area of research
to increase accuracy, namely to discriminate true binders from false positives in virtual
screening studies. Scoring functions are classified into four basic schemes which are
Force field, Empirical, Knowledge, and Consensus based scoring functions.
1.3.1 Force field based scoring functions: Force field based scoring functions (FFSF)
rely upon molecular mechanics type methods that are fundamentally used to calculate the
intermolecular interactions such as bonds, angles, improper torsions, dihedrals and
intramolecular/intermolecular non-bonded interactions like van der Waals, electrostatics,
and ligand strain energies.10 Most of the current FFSF are simplified by neglecting
protein internal energy calculations but may include ligand strain energies induced upon

3

ligand binding to the protein. Generally, electrostatic terms are accounted by Columbic
potential using a distance dependent dielectric function. The van der Waal terms are
governed by a Lennard-Jones potential that controls both repulsive close contacts
sometimes referred to as “hardness” of intermolecular forces and long range attractive
forces. The standard FFSF, have certain limitations like high computational cost, and lack
of solvation and entropy terms. Moreover, the long range non-bonding interactions
cannot be treated accurately due to the arbitrary selection of cut-off distances.11 However,
the current progress in FFSF include: hydrogen bonding interactions, solvation, and
torsional entropy terms. And some examples of docking programs that use FFSF are
GOLD6 and Autodock.7 Recent developments include solvation incorporate treating
water as a continuum dielectric medium.10 Poisson-Boltzmann/Surface Area (PB/SA) and
Generalized Born/Surface Area (GB/SA) are the common examples of implicit solvent
models recently included in the DOCK program.12
1.3.2 Empirical scoring function: The empirical scoring function is parameterized using
experimental binding free energies that consist of the sum of weighted interaction energy
terms. The weighing factor or the co-efficient of various energy terms are obtained by
regression analysis of experimentally available binding energies and binding geometries
from molecular training sets of 3D protein bioactive structures.13,14 Empirical scoring
functions (EF) are very similar to FFSF’s, however, they include additional interaction
energy terms like hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding, entropy, ligand strain, metal-ligation
and π-π stacking interactions. Popular empirical scoring functions are ChemScore, Glide,
and LUDI.5,15,16 Empirical scoring functions are limited in accuracy due to limited
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training sets used and it is unclear how well it is suited to model intermolecular forces
across the proteome.
1.3.3 Knowledge based scoring function: The knowledge based pair-wise potentials
(KSF) are generated using the reverse Boltzmann potential construction method.17 This
employs the statistical analysis of pairwise atomic interactions using experimental 3D
bioactive structures. The scoring functions are built on the assumption that the stronger
the complementary interactions, the more likely their statistical occurrence would be.
Based on this statistical analysis the knowledge based scoring functions scores favorable
contacts and penalizes low statistical occurrences from biomolecular interatomic forces.
These KSF can do an excellent job in modeling binding contributions such as solvent
effects, conformational entropy, interaction enthalpy,17 and rare interactions like cation-π
and sulphur-aromatic interactions that remain a challenge for classical force fields.11
However, like ESFs even the KSFs are limited in accuracy due to limited
parameterization resulting from small training sets of 3D bioactive structures. Moreover,
KSFs have problems dealing with metals and halogens. Some common examples of
KSFs used in docking methods are SMoG,18 PMF,19 Gold/ASP,20 and Kscore.21
1.3.4 Consensus scoring function: Imperfections of other scoring functions in terms of
accuracy and aspirations for a universal scoring function have lead researchers to develop
consensus scoring functions (CSF). In order to maximize advantages and minimize
deficiencies, CSF combines information from different scoring functions. Moreover, the
CFS’s primary objective is to improve the enrichments in virtual screening studies to
identify the true binders from false positives. However, CFSs often can underestimate the
binding affinities if it is built upon a combination of highly correlated scoring functions.
5

Various CFSs include MultiScore,22 X-Cscore,23 Cscore24 etc. are used in current docking
programs. The popular CFS X-Cscore combines scoring functions of Gold, Dock,
ChemScore, PMF and FlexX.25
1.4 Sampling Algorithms
Ligand sampling is one of the most important prerequisites for successful
application in docking studies by searching all possible ligand degrees of freedom to
capture the experimental binding orientation. Sampling algorithms need to be robust
enough to generate all putative ligand orientations to capture the experimentally solved
binding modes in the protein active-site. Presently, the docking programs employ ligand
sampling by two possible strategies: whole molecule and fragment based sampling
approaches. The majority of sampling methods use the whole molecule approach to
sample the pose space. Further, whole molecule methods produce pre-calculated ligand
conformations by Monte Carlo (MC), Molecular Dynamic simulations (MD), Genetic
algorithms (GA), and simulated annealing (SA) techniques.
1.4.1 Monte Carlo Conformational Search: MC based algorithm searches the ligand
conformational space through random torsional sampling of rotatable bonds. These new
sets of conformations are generated by satisfying an energy based criterion after initial
perturbations. This method is superior to MD in exploration of search space by crossing
the high energy barriers on the potential energy landscape. Many docking programs like
Glide,5 Rosetta Ligand,26 and ICM27 employ MC sampling for generating pre-determined
ligand conformations.

6

1.4.2 Genetic Algorithms: The underlying theory of these methods comes from Charles
Darwin theory of evolution. The ligand translational, rotational, and torsional degrees of
freedom are treated as genes with corresponding energies. The mutation of this gene
generates a new pose based on an energy fitness scheme. The exploration of the complete
genome would give us the potential energy landscape along with the global energy
minimum of the ligand pose. Many docking programs employ genetic algorithms for
ligand sampling inclusing GOLD,6 DIVALI,28 and AutoDock.7,29
1.4.3 Simulated Annealing: These methods allow the exploration of the global minimum
by escaping the local minima via crossing local energy barriers through a temperature
controlled Metropolis criterion algorithm. This method involves heating the ligand to a
high temperature and cooling it slowly to obtain the preferred conformational states of
the ligand. This is a stochastic algorithm as a random population of ligand conformations
are produced in different attempts, in spite of the exact cooling conditions. Earlier
versions of AutoDock7,29 used the simulated annealing approach.
1.4.4 Fragment based Ligand Sampling: This method entails dissecting the ligand
molecule into several fragments: a base fragment and flexible fragments. The base
fragment is docked first in optimal orientation to establish favorable complementary
interactions. Later, the incremental reconstruction of flexible fragments is undertaken in a
stepwise manner to explore all possible bond rotational search space that confers ligand
elasticity. Moreover, unreasonable conformations are discarded at the early stage using a
pruning algorithm to save on computational time.25 This method can further be extended
to de novo design programs by constructing newer ligands by altering the bond
connectivity of the parent ligand using incremental construction algorithms.14 Various
7

docking programs like FlexX,8 Hammerhead,30 and DOCK12 use fragment based ligand
sampling methods.
1.5 Limitations
Despite recent developments in scoring functions and ligand sampling algorithms,
several challenges still exist with rigid docking strategies. One such limitation would be,
ligand size greater than ten rotatable bonds, which poses a greater challenge to obtain the
correct ligand conformation. Likewise, exhaustive ligand sampling protocols, in an
attempt to capture the true binding mode can sometimes lead to unnecessary
conformational exploration that drains computational resources. Further, it was shown
that rigid receptor dockings cannot reproduce experimental binding modes for 50-70 % of
the ligand docking studies.31 Many cross docking experiments have shown that the
docking accuracy drops when an alternative protein conformation is used other than the
true protein conformation. Abagyan and co-workers used a set of 33 protein kinases in
cross docking studies and found a decrease in docking accuracy by 30%.32 Hence current
research is focused on developing methods that evaluate protein degrees of freedom
along with ligand sampling to solve the flexibility issues for predicting correct
experimental binding modes.
1.6 Flexible docking studies
David Koshland was the first to expand upon the flexible protein – flexible ligand
initiative by introducing the induced fit theory.4 Additionally, it has become evident that
proteins in the biological systems undergo dynamic motions ranging from bond
vibrations, torsional rotations, hinge bending, loop refinements, allosteric regulations, and
large scale domain motions.31 Further, the plethora of available 3D X-ray and NMR
8

structures indicates that protein flexibility results from intrinsic disorder or from ligand
induced adaptions. Many of these dynamic forces influence binding orientations of small
molecule ligands by forming various complementary interactions due to protein
flexibility. Hence, many flexible docking methods have been developed to confer protein
degrees of freedom under three main categories: soft docking, side-chain sampling or full
protein flexibility.

Figure 1-2: Flowchart describing the different types of flexible receptor docking
approaches.
1.6.1 Soft docking studies
A previous attempt to include protein plasticity in rigid docking studies was
derived from soft potentials allowing a certain degree of steric fitting between the ligand
and the protein binding site. Jiang et. al, were the first to explore the soft docking
approaches in order to augment the complementary interactions between a protein-ligand
complex, otherwise not possible with apo crystal structures.33 They developed a
molecular docking protocol using a cube representation describing molecular surface and
volume. Geometric docking they used is based on the shape and size structural
complementarity between protein-ligand interface using soft potentials that generates an
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ensemble of structures. Later they screened and filtered these complexes based on
favorable energy cutoffs to get subpopulations of these complexes. They applied this
method using trypsin complexed with a trypsin inhibitor using PDB: 2PTC and redocked
random orientations and obtained experimental binding modes. Recent strategies for soft
docking methods involve manipulating the scoring function.

The modification of

repulsive van der Waals interactions of the protein-ligand complex is performed by
replacing the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potentials with 9-6 potentials.34 Docking programs like
GOLD6 uses the Lennard Jones 8-4 potentials and AutoDock29 uses smooth potentials in
their soft docking approaches. Soft docking studies are computationally efficient and fast
as they take the same amount of time as rigid docking studies. Using these soft potentials,
Ferrari et al. screened the Available Chemical Directory (ACD) small molecules to the
T4 lysozome which resulted in better enrichments compared to hard potential based
docking.34 They found that docking to multiple receptor conformations of aldose
reductase led to the production of 6 inhibitors, which are poorly scored in their soft
docking approach. Likewise, they had limited success due to minor side-chain movement
and eventually steered the development to other semi-flexible methods.
1.6.2 Semi-flexible docking studies
Semi-flexible docking methods generate specific degrees of freedom by dynamic
sampling of side-chains keeping the backbone fixed during the simulations. Leach35
introduced earlier methods for incorporating side-chain sampling by generating discrete
low energy intermolecular protein conformations using rotamer libraries. At around the
same time, Abagyan et al. developed the internal coordinate method (ICM) that samples
receptor side chains using a Brownian Monte Carlo minimization, which includes
10

solvation and surface tension in the internal coordinates space of the protein complex.27,36
They used the GCN4 transcriptional activator PDB X-ray crystal structure to dock
flexible Leucine zipper helices of 31 residues and obtained strong intermolecular parallel
helices with a root mean square deviation of 1.18 Å from the experimentally derived
structure. Recently, Dean and co-workers37 used random side chain torsional angles χ
instead of rotamer libraries to incorporate receptor side-chain flexibilies in their docking
program SkelGen. They employed a SA protocol to sample side-chains during ligand
docking to the active-sites of acetylcholinesterase and matrix metalloproteinase-1 and
concluded its safe to use random torsional angles without using rotamer libraries. Other
popular docking programs that use flexible side-chain protocols are AutoDock 4,38 and
FDS.39
1.6.3 Fully flexible docking studies
For highly flexible receptor sites, current computational techniques can induce
full flexibility of protein-ligand interactions by three ways: ensemble docking, induced-fit
docking and mutual adaptive coupled interaction studies. These tools are classified based
on the characteristic differences of whether the ligand binds before, after or during the
protein conformational changes. If the ligand chooses the pre-existing ligand boundprotein conformational states then it is classified as ensemble dockings. However, if
protein structural changes are induced upon ligand binding then induced-fit docking is
used. Finally, protein-ligand conformational changes happen simultaneously, mutual
adaptive coupled interactions studies are used to explore the protein-ligand
conformational degrees of freedom concurrently.
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1.6.4 Ensemble docking studies
Proteins are dynamic entities existing in a diverse set of conformational states
populated in dynamic equilibrium. Many researchers believe that ligands undergo
“conformational selection” process from a collection of pre-existing ligand bound
states.4,40 Moreover, Boehr et al.4 proposed that ligands generally bind weakly populated
high energy receptor conformations to undergo an ensemble redistribution via population
shift leading to a net gain in free energy. Hence, the first step in traditional ensemble
docking constitutes the generation of ensemble receptor structures using any one of the
following techniques: MD simulations, Monte Carlo conformational search, normal mode
analysis and Simulated Annealing followed by sequential flexible ligand docking.
The high computational cost associated with traditional ensemble docking lead to
the development of hybrid ensemble docking techniques like 4D docking,41 FlexE,42 and
DOCK.43 The 4D docking protocol developed by Abagyan and co-workers41 is much
faster than traditional ensemble docking studies and their method reproduced
experimental binding modes in 77.3% of their test cases. Their 4D docking describes
protein flexibility as a 4th dimension relative to the ligand 3D space. Several 3D grids of
the receptors from the ensemble have been recomputed into a single 4D object (set of 4D
planes that describes the different protein conformations) using a superposition
algorithm. The implementation of a Monte Carlo sampling protocol, indicates that ligand
conformational changes are brought about in terms of torsional, rotational, and
translational movements from one 4D plane to another. Finally, all the poses within 1
kcal/mol of the lowest energy pose were retained for further analysis. Another advanced
program like FlexE42 uses a slight variation to 4D docking, in which the program
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combines multiple structure receptors, merging the rigid parts, and identifying the
flexible parts as dissimilar receptor conformations. During the incremental construction
of ligand, the ligand was sampled against various protein conformations to have the
maximum complementary interactions with flexible parts followed by score and rank.
1.6.5 Induced fit docking studies
Dissimilar from the lock and key theory, in induced fit theory ligand binds to the
receptor conformation by reshaping its active-site conforming to the ligand shape. This
process enhances the complementary interactions like electrostatics, van der Waals,
hydrogen bonding etc. It was recently shown that 85% of the PDB structures contain one
to three flexible active-site residues44 showing the high probability of induced fit effects.
Hence some of the popular programs like Induced fit docking (IFD) protocol 45,46 using
Glide/Prime would allow the users to select residues that are flexible based on B-factors
or based on RMSD’s from experimentally available structures. The Fleksy program47
identifies the residues automatically based on certain rules or the user can select them
manually. Most of the current docking schemes account for the induced fit effects using
a hybrid scheme. The processes generally include using softened potentials and
performing side chain sampling using rotamer libraries to include protein plasticity.
Further, these ligand conformations are docked into multiple receptor structures to
generate an ensemble of protein-ligand complexes. Later, these suboptimal poses undergo
partial refinement followed by redocking and final scoring of their respective binding
energies. The popular Prime/Glide IFD method is a hybrid model that is a flexible
receptor – flexible ligand docking protocol which accurately predicts the binding modes
by iterative combination of rigid docking (Glide)5 with protein structure prediction
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technique (Prime)48,49 to produce induced fit effects. IFD is computationally efficient, as
it performs side chain sampling in dihedral angle space while allowing minor backbone
movements through Prime energy minimization conferring full protein flexibility. This
technique is ideal for X-ray structures with no bound ligand (apo structure), in which the
amino acid residues protrude into the active-site leaving a closed active-site conformation
and causing rigid dockings to fail. The robustness and accuracy of the IFD methodology
has been originally validated on 21 pharmaceutically relevant protein targets by cross
docking studies.46 The IFD protocol successfully generated binding modes with ligand
RMSD ≤ 1.8 Å for 18 of the 21 test cases. Furthermore, the 21 test cases have an average
ligand RMSD of 1.4 Å when docked to the flexible receptors, while the traditional rigid
receptor docking gave an average RMSD of 5.5 Å.
SCARE50 is a similar induced fit docking program that scans for adjacent sidechains and replaces them with alanines creating a gapped pocket to reduce steric
hindrance, which is caused by docking bulky ligands into the active-site. Next, back
mutation of alanine paired residues to original residues is performed. Followed by
refinement and rescoring the ligands obtained a near native conformation (< 2Å RMSD)
for 80% of adjacent pairs using this method. Recently, an alternative CHARMM forcefield based IFD method was developed, that uses a similar multi stage induced-fit
docking process.51 The ChiFlex program was employed in the multi stage process to
sample the side chain conformations using a ChiRotor algorithm52 by selectively
removing less than 10 residues to create a gapped active-site pocket to generate an
ensemble of complexes. Later in the protocol, the favorable intermolecular forces are
maximized by identifying a hot spot for the ligand placement. CHARMM energy
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minimization calculations were performed to remove steric clashes resulting from side
chain reconstruction. And CHARMM based CDOCKER53 docking application is
employed to sample the ligand conformations using high temperature MD simulations
inside of the rigid receptor active-site to obtain the final intermolecular complexes. This
IFD method using 21 test cases obtained an RMSD < 2Å within the top five hits except
for one case.
1.6.6 Mutual adaptive coupled interaction studies
Accurate prediction of the dynamic nature of biological protein-ligand
interactions includes the understanding of simultaneous coupled forces between the
binding partners. This ultimately captures its snapshots of highly populated stable
conformations that represent true experimental stable structures. In addition, considering
only coupled interactions would restrict conformational degrees of freedom to relevant
binding conformations saving a lot of computational time. The ROSETTALIGAND26,54
is a popular docking method that simultaneously optimizes receptor side-chain, backbone
along with ligand flexibility degrees of freedom. This docking protocol models the
coupled interactions by using a Monte Carlo minimization procedure, where each ligand
from an ensemble of ligand conformations is translated and rotated along with
simultaneous optimization of receptor side-chains. The ligands are first placed effectively
in the active-site, based on shape complementary search. The side-chain optimization
starts with substitution of side-chains with rotamers from a backbone dependent rotamer
library,55 followed by quasi-Newton minimization. The end results are accepted based on
a Metropolis Criterion followed by a stringent gradient based minimization accounting
for ligand sampling along with receptor side-chain torsions and backbone flexibility. The
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first version of ROSETTALIGAND itself was reasonably good, a correlation co-efficient
of 0.63 was obtained when comparing between predicted binding energies to
experimental binding energies using a diverse set of 229 protein-ligand complexes.26
Moreover, the recent version of ROSSETTALIGAND was used to find the top scoring
ligand poses with RMSD < 2Å for 54/85 cases.54
Another traditional technique for capturing the coupled interactions of the proteinligand forces consists of MD simulations. MD simulation allows the biomolecular system
to evolve over time and are described by using Newton’s equation of motion. The
velocities and positions are tracked as a function of time to get the respective kinetic
energy and potential energy of the system. MD simulation aids in determining ensemble
averages and predicts ground state conformations of the protein-ligand complexes. Four
steps are involved in regular MD simulations, initializing the system with a specific
velocity and positions. Newtons equation of motion is used to compute the forces acting
on the system to determine its new positions. The system would reach equilibrium losing
the memory of initial conditions. The thermodynamic averages are calculated for
quantities of interest. Once the protein-ligand system is well equilibrated, the trajectory of
phase space should sample the regions of high probability distributed according to the
Botlzmann distribution. However, the small time steps in MD simulations prevent the
crossing of high energy barriers on potential energy surface (PES) causing inadequate
sampling. Further, despite the development of explicit solvent MD simulations for
binding mode predictions, success remains limited due to slow kinetics that form the
correct protein-ligand complexes (possibly needs few microseconds or longer
simulations) due to insufficient time to perform side-chain sampling and cross high
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energy barriers. Guida and co-workers56 have suggested that flexible ligand docking into
flexible active-site cannot be effectively performed using MD simulations due to large
energy barriers associated with ligand translational and rotational movements in the
PNP/9-deaza- 9-benzylguanine complex and have utilized torsional MC and low
frequency normal modes to account for protein side chain flexibility.57
1.7 Conclusion
A plethora of docking strategies exists that incorporate protein flexibilities in
ligand docking and are discussed in several review articles.3,11,25,40,58-60 A short overview
has been given for the currently existing flexible receptor docking protocols along with
their successful applications. Despite the successful development of flexible docking
protocols, a universal docking program that correctly predicts binding modes and
accurately rank orders binding affinities doesn’t exist. Every receptor target is unique
displaying various conformational degrees of freedom, ranging from bond vibration to
large scale domain motion. Hence, understanding the target receptor flexibility is of
prime importance to employ the correct flexible docking strategy ranging from moderate
plasticity like soft docking to fully flexible mutual adaptive interactions. Moreover, the
rigid docking programs in general are fairly accurate in predicting the binding affinities
for a congeneric series of ligands. In addition, the availability of structural information
for various potential inhibitors can help design hit molecules (SAR studies) by predicting
the binding modes and understanding their possible molecular interactions with the
receptor.

For our research studies in chapter 2, and 3 we used Schrodinger’s IFD

protocol that uses a combination of the Glide and Prime program. Glide has been well
validated49,50 while Glide / Prime has been shown to outperform other rigid and flexible
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receptor docking protocols.61 This technique is ideal for X-ray structures with no bound
ligand (apo structure). In such cases, amino acid side chains often protrude into the
active-site restricting conformational space, resulting in the failure of rigid docking
methods. Alternative approaches for incorporating flexible receptors into ligand docking
protocols exist; however, common procedures like explicit solvent MD simulations have
experienced limited success in predicting protein-ligand complexes.46 This limitation
results from several factors with two aspects particularly problematic. The first is the
necessity for accurate small molecule force fields.62-64 This is an active area of research,
but presently there is no comprehensive solution. A second problem exists if significant
active site reorganization is required for ligand binding. In this case, extensive
simulations (up to microseconds) may be required to cross the high energy barriers of
side-chain and/or backbone rearrangement. In contrast, IFD incorporates both side-chain,
and to some extent backbone flexibility in a more computationally efficient manner. This
has been extremely useful for a wide variety of computational biology studies.65-70 For
example, Celik et al.66 showed that IFD was able to prospectively predict the binding
mode of ligand neurotransmitter serotonin (5-HT) to the human serotonin transporter
(hSERT). Additionally, Barreca et al.71 predicted the binding mode and mechanism of
action of integrase strand transfer inhibitors in the target HIV-1 integrase. Hence, we
utilized this protocol in most of our research projects using a customized induced fit
docking (IFD) procedure to determine the binding modes of a series of HUA’s in both
hemoglobin and catalase Enzymes described below.
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Chapter 2. Unlocking the Binding and Reaction Mechanism of
Hydroxyurea Substrates as Biological Nitric Oxide Donors.
Note to the Reader
This chapter has been published as Vankayala, S. L.; Hargis, J. C.; Woodcock, H.
L. Unlocking the Binding and Reaction Mechanism of Hydroxyurea Substrates as
Biological Nitric Oxide Donors, J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2012, 52, 1288-1297. Copyright ©
2013 American Chemical Society. doi: 10.1021/ci300035c. PMID: 22519847
Author contributions. SLV and HLW designed the research; SLV performed research,
analyzed data and wrote the initial draft; HLW and JCH improvised the draft.
2.1 Abstract
Hydroxyurea is the only FDA approved treatment of sickle cell disease. It is
believed the primary mechanism of action is associated with the pharmacological
elevation of nitric oxide in the blood; however, the exact details of this are still unclear.
In the current work, we investigate the atomic level details of this process using a
combination of flexible-ligand / flexible-receptor virtual screening coupled with energetic
analysis that decomposes interaction energies. Utilizing these methods we were able to
elucidate the previously unknown substrate binding modes of a series of hydroxyurea
analogs to hemoglobin and the concomitant structural changes of the enzyme. We
identify a backbone carbonyl that forms a hydrogen bond with bound substrates. Our
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results are consistent with kinetic and EPR measurements of hydroxyurea-hemoglobin
reactions and a full mechanism is proposed that offers new insights into possibly
improving substrate binding and/or reactivity.
2.2 Introduction
Sickle cell disease (SCD) is an autosomal recessive disorder resulting from the
mutation of the 6th amino acid in the -globin gene changing from polar glutamic acid to
non-polar valine.72-74 Two biomedically relevant phenotypes of hemoglobin expressed are
normal adult hemoglobin (HbA) and its mutated SCD equivalent (HbS). More
specifically, upon deoxygenation mutated hemoglobin undergoes a conformational
change resulting in formation of long fiber-like polymers. Polymerization of HbS inside
of red blood cells distorts them into crescent shapes (i.e. sickled). Further, sickling causes
the extracellular exposure of protein epitopes and glycolipids that are normally found
inside the cell. Improperly exposed cellular components lead to increased adhesion of
sickled red blood resulting in stroke, acute organ damage, and death.75-77
Two current treatment options for SCD are administration of hydroxyurea (HU)
or red blood cell replacement.78,79 Hydroxyurea, the only FDA approved treatment for
SCD, involves the pharmacological elevation of nitric oxide (NO) and induction of fetal
hemoglobin (HbF).80 Watson et al. found that HbF ameliorates sickle cell severity.81 HbF
is primarily present in infants as an oxygen carrier protein during the last 7 months of
gestation through the first six months of a newborn’s life.82 HbF is a tetramer consisting
of two α and two γ globins (α2γ2), which accounts for approximately 1% of hemoglobin
in adults. HbF combines with oxygen more easily than adult hemoglobin due to the γ
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subunits that have more remote negative charge than its adult β counterpart.73 In SCD
patients, raising HbF levels lowers the cellular concentration of HbS and results in less
polymerization hence lower incidence of sickled red blood cells. HbF also serves as a
prognostic factor for sickle cell complications and pain crises.83 Although millions of
people have received this treatment, the detailed mechanism of action remains elusive.
It is thought that NO plays a key role in SCD treatment by producing smooth
muscle relaxation, vasodilation, and increasing regional blood flow to help prevent cell
adhesion to endothelial cells.84 Further, NO released from the endothelium activates the
NO/cGMP pathway85 that regulates expression of the γ globin gene along with
stimulation of HbF synthesis. During hydroxyurea administration, elevated levels of NO
metabolites, cGMP, and HbF are observed.86-88 Intrigued by in vivo conversion of
hydroxyurea to NO along with induction of HbF, research has focused on substrate
interaction with heme based proteins that catalyze redox processes. For example, OxyHemoglobin (OxyHb), Deoxy-Hemoglobin (DeoxyHb) and Met-Hemoglobin (MetHb)
have been shown to form Nitrosyl-Hemoglobin (HbNO), a source of NO.73,88-90
The structure of HbA, a tetramer assembly consisting of two α globins and two β
globins, has been studied extensively.91-97 Each of these subunits consists of a
hydrophobic pocket that strongly binds the prosthetic heme group.95 The heme group is
an octahedral coordinated system with ferrous iron having four coordinate bonds to
porphyrin nitrogens and a covalent bond with the proximal histidine (His87) below the
plane of the porphyrin ring. The sixth bond is a coordination bond with exogenous
ligands such as oxygen, carbon monoxide, or nitric oxide inducing planarity of the heme.
The immediate residues above the porphyrin ring plane constitute the distal pocket.
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Oxygen binds to HbA in a complex cooperative mechanism where the oxygen association
exhibits a sigmoidal curve.98 When OxyHb is auto-oxidized from the ferrous to ferric
form it gives MetHb and superoxide99 with the sixth coordinate position of MetHb either
empty or bound by a water molecule. In contrast, DeoxyHb is generated by
deoxygenation of OxyHb leaving a ferrous state iron (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1: Generic representation of various oxidation states of Iron that exist in human
adult hemoglobin.

In addition to its role in SCD therapy, hydroxyurea also acts as an S-phase
specific chemotherapeutic agent used primarily to treat cancer. Therefore, cytotoxicity
effects have been a major concern for patients undergoing treatment for SCD. This and
additional properties have lead to trepidation amongst physicians about long-term SCD
treatment with hydroxyurea,74 making the development of alternatives essential. In 2003,
King and co-workers88 designed a series of hydroxyurea analogs (HUA) depicted in
Figure 2-2 and examined their structure activity relationship using kinetic and EPR
spectroscopic techniques.
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Figure 2-2: List of hydroxyurea analogs tested by King and co-workers from their
structure activity relationship study.17 Defining various hydrogen atom representations:
A. hydrogen bonded to the non-hydroxyl nitrogen atom (HN′) B. hydrogen bonded to
hydroxyl nitrogen (HN) C. substituent groups bonded to the non-hydroxyl nitrogen atom
(X) D. hydroxyl hydrogen (HO) Hydroxyurea (1) serves as the archetype showing HN´,
HN, HO and X.
Rate constants for the reaction of OxyHb and hydroxyurea analogs forming
hydroxyurea nitroxide (HU-nitroxide) radicals have been previously determined.88,89 In
that work, a reaction rate increase of 25-80 times was observed for N-hydroxyurea
analogs compared to HU and it was suggested these would be superior nitric oxide
donors. King and co-workers88,90,100,101 conducted several spectroscopic studies and
proposed the mechanisms depicted in a series of redox reactions (Figure 2-3). These
illustrate hydroxyurea’s interaction with hemoglobin to produce NO. The in vitro reaction
of all hydroxyurea analogs except 2 and 3 produced HU-nitroxide radicals with OxyHb
through the abstraction of HO by bound oxygen (Ob) to form MetHb and hydrogen
peroxide. Additionally, all hydroxyurea analogs except 2, 3, and 7 were found to
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coordinate with MetHb to form the MetHb-HUA complex. The complexes eventually
decompose to form HU-nitroxide radical (2) analogs and DeoxyHb. Finally, NO is
formed by the decomposition of 2 and combines with DeoxyHb to form nitrosyl
hemoglobin (HbNO).102 The study concluded that effective NO release from hydroxyurea
analogs requires the formation of a low spin MetHb-HU complex. They concluded this
complex could only be formed if the necessary structural features were present: an
unsubstituted −NHOH group and a HN´ atom, henceforth analogs 2, 3, 4 and 7 could not
generate NO. They reasoned the HN´ requirement was steric in nature with the two ethyl
groups bonded to N responsible for analog 7’s inability to form the low spin MetHbHUA complex.88

OxyHb

MetHb

MetHb

MetHb-HU complex

DeoxyHb

MetHb
Figure 2-3: Generic reaction scheme presented by King and co-workers.17
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However, the role of HN´ in the complex formation was not addressed due to
unavailable structural information of hemoglobin with bound substrates. Moreover, there
was no discussion or comparison of the active sites of OxyHb and MetHb.
In the current work we utilize a customized induced fit docking (IFD) procedure
to determine the binding modes of a series of HUA’s in both OxyHb and MetHb. The
IFD45,46 protocol involves sampling dramatic side chain motions and minor backbone
movement to predict OxyHb-HUA and MetHb-HUA complex structures starting from the
apo conformation of OxyHb. Docking score decomposition analysis (i.e. Glide XP
descriptor) is used to probe the intermolecular interactions that govern binding and
stability. Sequence alignment and binding site similarity studies with α-HbA using
ProBiS103-105 and ClustalW106 reveal several conserved active site residues. This
information, in conjunction with available structural and biochemical data,95,101,107 is then
used to propose detailed reaction mechanisms and suggest new strategies for the
development of improved NO releasing substrates.
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Protein and ligand/substrate preparation
X-ray crystal structure coordinates of apo OxyHb were obtained from the Protein
Data Bank [PDB: 2DN1].93 2DN1 is a high resolution, 1.25 Å, dimer with a hydrogen
bond between the distal histidine (His58) and Od, the distal oxygen atom (i.e. farther from
the central iron of the oxy-heme moiety), of both the α and β-subunits.108 The α subunit
was chosen because previous experimental and computational studies have shown it to
have higher affinity for ligands than its β counterpart.109-111 The impact module of the
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Schrödinger suite was used to predict the correct bond orders, add missing hydrogens,
and remove the co-crystallized water and toluene solvent molecules. The HIE protonation
state (protonated on N) was selected for His58 in OxyHb due to the aforementioned
hydrogen bonding.94,112,113 Subsequently, a minimization (Truncated Newton Conjugate
Gradient, TNCG) employing the OPLS-2005 force field with a constant dielectric of 2
was performed freezing the oxy-heme, proximal histidine (His87),107 and restraining (r =
2.5 Å, k = 105 kJ mol-1Å-2) the distance between the distal His58 hydrogen (HNε) and
Od.107,111,114 Using this structure, flexible docking studies described below were carried
out to generate OxyHb-HUA complexes. Subsequently, OxyHb-HUA structures were
manually processed to generate MetHb-HUA starting structures for flexible docking
studies, in which the bound oxygen molecule was removed, the Fe charge was converted
from +2 to +3, and the N of His58 was deprotonated. A TNCG minimization was
performed on MetHb-HUA using the same parameters applied to the OxyHb complex,
however, the distance restraint between HNε – Od was replaced by HN´ – OGly25 (i.e. closest
possible hydrogen bond). Schrödinger's LigPrep 2.3 was used to process the HUA
substrates and generate energy minimized molecular structures prior to docking.
2.3.2 Customized Induced Fit Docking
IFD is an accurate flexible receptor – flexible ligand docking protocol
which predicts binding modes by iterative combination of rigid docking (Glide)5 with
protein structure prediction (Prime).48,115 A customized IFD protocol was used to induce
protein flexibility into the apo structure of OxyHb with the same protocol used for
MetHb-HUA complexes. The following steps were undertaken with an in-house python
script developed to automate the process (Figure 2-4):
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1) Mutated flexible active site residues: The first step of this process involves mutating
all residues within 7 Å of the oxygen of oxy-heme to alanine. The distal and proximal
histidines, His58 and His87, respectively, were excluded from this process, as they were
deemed essential to the structure.
2) Initial Glide docking: Hydroxyurea analogs were docked into the OxyHb and MetHb
active sites, using Glide standard precision (Glide SP). Dockings were carried out with
vdW scaling of 0.5 for the ligand and 0.7 for both receptors, while HO was required to be
within 2.3 Å of the bound oxygen (Ob) in OxyHb88 and 2.5 Å from the deprotonated N
(His58) in MetHb. We requested 100 poses of partially optimized receptor-substrate
complexes to allow for extensive conformational examination.
3) Prime Refinement: Each Glide SP receptor-substrate output pose was refined by
prime, which performs side chain prediction by back mutating the alanine residues to
their initial amino acid. Back mutation was followed by minimization of the entire
receptor-substrate complex. This was done while retaining the original frozen atoms and
restraints (k = 200 kJ mol-1Å-2) from Glide SP. Again, in MetHb the HNε – Od distance
restraint was replaced by HN´ – OGly25 with the force constant for this interaction reduced
to 25 kJ mol-1Å-2. A TNCG minimization with full vdW radii for the receptor-substrate
complex was again performed using the OPLS 2005 all-atom force field with surface
generalized Born solvation energies. Following all minimizations, structures within a 40
kcal mol-1 energy window were retained for redocking (~50 – 100 structures).
4) IFD-XP redocking: Glide extra precision (Glide XP) redocking was performed with a
single positional restraint for both OxyHb and MetHb. The restraints required HO atoms
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to be within 2.5 Å of the oxygen Ob for OxyHb and His58 N for MetHb. XP descriptor
information for the best redocked (i.e. scored) ligand/substrates poses was analyzed.

Protein Preparation (Impact Minimization)

Mutate flexible active site residues within 7 Å
of Oxy143

Initial Glide SP Docking

Back mutation and Prime minimization with
pair wise restraints

Glide XP redocking

XP descriptors

Figure 2-4: The flowchart of IFD protocol followed to predict the binding modes of
hydroxyurea analogs in OxyHb and MetHb.
2.4 Results
Docking results of hydroxyurea analogs into OxyHb87,88,101,107 were obtained to
gain insight into the binding modes and redox reactions that produce NO in SCD
treatment. The binding modes were analyzed using the Glide XP scoring function, which
is broken down into individual interaction energies. These descriptors are viewable with
the “XP Visualizer” program in Maestro. The score includes favorable energy terms such
as the chemscore-lipophilic pair term (Lipophilic EvdW), hydrophobic enclosure
(PhobEn), hydrophobically packed hydrogen bonding (PhobEn HB), chemscore
hydrogen-bond interactions (HBond), electrostatic interaction (Electro), and low
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molecular weight (Low MW). The cumulative penalty term (Penalty) includes intraligand contacts, polar atom burial, amide torsion, and desolvation. The best-docked pose
for all hydroxyurea substrates in OxyHb was retained for the XP descriptor analysis
(Table 2-1). From the IFD results, Leu29, Phe33, Phe43, Phe46, Leu48, Val62 and Ala63
positions underwent substantial change where the RMSD was 0.5-4.36 Å when compared
to initial positions (Table 2-1A). All RMSD values were calculated with CHARMM116,117
as it was necessary to account for atom reordering that occurred during Prime’s back
mutation procedure.
The corresponding substrate representative binding modes are shown in Figure 25. All substrates except 7 (Figure 2-5b) show HO hydrogen bonded to the bound oxygen
atom (Ob), and their HN´ hydrogen bonded to the OGly25. 1 and 4 have similar binding
modes. Only 7 has a unique binding mode, whereas 5, 6 and 8 have congruent binding
modes.

Table 2-1: XP descriptor analysis derived from IFD-XP redocking of hydroxyurea
analogs into OxyHb, compared with the reported experimental rate constants.
Name

XP
score

1
4
5
6
7
8

-4.59
-4.42
-6.48
-5.36
-4.57
-7.35

Lipophil
-ic
EvdW
-0.45
-0.93
-3.10
-2.33
-2.27
-3.54

Phob
En

HBond

Electro

Low
MW

Pen
ality

Rate constant k1(min-1)
with OxyHb

0.00
0.00
-0.68
-0.25
0.00
0.00

-2.77
-2.50
-2.08
-1.89
-1.72
-3.13

-0.92
-0.49
-0.43
-0.40
-0.09
-0.46

-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50

0.05
0.01
0.31
0.01
0.01
0.27

7.54×10-4 ± 2.16×10-5
3.93×10-2 ± 1.68×10-3
6.24×10-2 ± 6.18×10-3
8.56×10-3 ± 1.87×10-4
2.26×10-3 ± 8.16×10-5
1.94×10-3 ± 5.50×10-4
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Table 2-1A: Summary of IFD studies of hydroxyurea analogs leading to
conformational movement of residues (RMSD values, Å) within 9 Å around O2 in
the active site of OxyHb compared to its apo structure
Residues
G25
A26
A28
L29
M32
F33
T39
F43
F46
L48
V55
H58
G59
K61
V62
A63
A65
L66
H87
L101
L105

HU1
0.35
0.31
0.55
1.74
1.23
1.52
1.67
0.37
0.51
2.53
0.69
0.47
0.78
0.91
1.94
0.87
0.29
0.74
0.25
0.28
0.55

HU4
0.26
0.20
0.58
1.94
0.66
4.28
1.51
1.30
0.36
0.49
0.28
1.24
0.29
0.63
1.10
0.33
0.29
0.48
0.25
0.42
0.46

HU5
0.93
0.98
0.83
3.44
0.67
4.36
0.79
0.91
0.75
0.71
1.56
0.98
0.65
0.72
0.82
1.11
0.43
0.68
0.25
0.50
0.43

HU6
1.62
1.60
1.48
2.35
1.33
1.24
0.54
0.54
0.32
2.00
1.35
0.93
1.23
0.61
1.88
1.50
0.57
1.48
0.25
0.81
0.92

HU7
0.83
0.68
0.75
1.70
0.46
0.99
0.48
0.54
0.56
2.63
0.72
0.62
0.91
1.01
1.72
1.39
0.63
2.44
0.25
1.36
1.45

HU8
0.37
1.24
0.77
3.53
0.50
1.52
0.45
0.24
0.52
2.16
1.41
0.59
0.72
0.78
2.12
1.84
0.56
0.76
0.25
0.16
0.32

IFD was also performed for MetHb with the restraints described in the methods
section. The XP descriptor analysis results are presented in Table 2-2 and Figure 2-6
illustrates predicted binding poses of 1, 7, and 8. IFD caused the following residues;
Leu29, Phe33, Phe43, Phe46, Leu48, Val62 and Leu105, to undergo substantial change:
RMSD 0.6-3.92 Å compared to their respective OxyHb complexes (Table 2-2A). Our
results show that 7 has the smallest hydrogen bonding contribution in MetHb due to the
lack of a hydrogen bond between HN´ and OGly25. Also, 5 and 8 have similar binding
modes with significant hydrophobic stabilization.
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Figure 2-5: Predicted binding modes of the hydroxyurea analogs, 1 and 7 in OxyHb.
Carbons of heme and ligands are colored green, oxygen red, nitrogen blue, sulfur yellow,
hydrogen grey and iron light blue. Hydrogen bonding interactions are shown as black
dashed lines and the active site loop is highlighted as a yellow ribbon.
Table 2-2: XP descriptor analysis of all hydroxyurea analogs obtained from IFD-XP
redocking in MetHb.
Name
1
4
5
6
7
8

a)

XP
score
-3.27
-3.31
-7.80
-3.93
-4.13
-6.03

Lipophilic
EvdW
-0.56
-0.95
-2.76
-2.16
-2.14
-3.42

G25

Phob
En
0.00
0.00
-0.78
0.00
0.00
0.00

b)

PhobEn
HB
0.00
0.00
-1.50
0.00
0.00
-1.50

HBond

Electro

-1.76
-1.62
-1.62
-1.61
-1.33
-1.35

-0.56
-0.30
-0.78
-0.38
-0.33
-0.24

c)

G25

A28

Low Penality
MW
-0.50
0.10
-0.50
0.07
-0.50
0.16
-0.50
0.72
-0.50
0.17
-0.50
0.99

G25

L105
L129

L110

H58

H58

V62

H58
L110

L110

Figure 2-6: IFD structures for predicted binding modes of the hydroxyurea analogs, 1, 7
and 8 in MetHb are depicted in 6a, 6b and 6c, respectively.
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2.5 Discussion
The current work seeks molecular level insight into the binding modes and
reactions for a series of hydroxyurea analogs in OxyHb and MetHb. Until now, details of
these processes have remained elusive, largely due to the lack of co-crystallized structural
information. Current results combined with previous structural91,97,101 and biochemical
information87,88,101 allow for the first prediction of HU (and analogs) binding and
subsequent reaction mechanism.
Table 2-2A: Summary of IFD studies of hydroxyurea analogs leading to
conformational movement of residues (RMSD values, Å) in MetHb compared to their
respective OxyHb structures. For comparison we listed conformational movements of the
same residues shown in OxyHb.
Residues
G25
A26
A28
L29
M32
F33
T39
F43
F46
L48
V55
H58
G59
K61
V62
A63
A65
L66
H87
L101
L105

HU1
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.34
0.36
0.74
0.15
3.21
1.41
0.83
0.20
0.13
0.54
1.16
1.51
0.36
0.43
0.65
0.11
0.15
1.66

HU4
0.43
0.39
0.35
1.27
1.11
0.13
0.34
2.92
2.04
0.76
0.16
0.15
0.32
0.23
1.19
0.08
0.09
0.11
0.39
0.55
1.59

HU5
1.21
1.13
1.10
2.90
1.49
1.02
0.31
3.92
2.63
2.00
1.53
0.28
0.21
0.71
0.20
0.28
0.10
0.17
0.19
0.58
1.79
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HU6
0.52
0.49
0.51
1.43
0.59
3.18
0.66
2.70
3.57
1.92
1.63
0.06
0.31
1.54
2.58
0.67
1.14
0.72
0.36
0.41
1.64

HU7
0.18
0.10
0.08
1.18
1.11
0.36
0.13
2.82
1.46
0.62
0.32
0.00
0.08
0.00
1.31
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.20
1.41
1.19

HU
0.48
8
1.27
0.35
2.88
1.13
3.96
0.55
2.17
1.31
2.33
1.56
0.14
0.45
0.36
1.43
0.49
0.53
2.07
0.33
0.85
1.90

Figure 2-7: Proposed mechanism of action between hydroxyurea analogs and adult
hemoglobin a) Reaction scheme 1 demonstrates interaction of 1 with OxyHb to give
hydroxyurea nitroxide radical (2). b) Reaction scheme 2 shows the possible mechanistic
interactions between 1/2 and MetHb to produce DeoxyHb and 2.
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The putative narrow OxyHb substrate binding site consists of several hydrophobic
residues, oxy-heme, and His58; an imidazole functional group that acts as a ligand gate
for entry into the OxyHb active-site.112 His58 also acts as a proton donor in the proposed
mechanism (Figure 2-7a). In this reaction, the nature of Fe-O2 bonding exists in
accordance with the Weiss bonding model,95,107,114 in which a single electron transfer
from Heme-FeII to Ob leads to Heme-FeIII-O2- complex.95,118
Soon after the radical localizes on the bound oxygen, we hypothesize it will be
transferred to the hydroxyurea substrates by abstracting HO, leaving 2 (Figure 2-7a).
Subsequently, negative charge generated on Od will abstract hydrogen from His58
forming H2O2. Since the first step involves HO abstraction in all the hydroxyurea
substrates, we performed IFD studies with an explicit positional restraint enforcing the
HO to be within 2.5 Å of the Ob. The OxyHb studies revealed that all analogs fit well in
the active site that is surrounded by various hydrophobic residues. Leu29, Phe33 and
Val62 experienced the greatest active site conformational rearrangement due to
accommodation of substrates during the IFD procedure (Table 2-1A).
Figure 2-5 illustrates that all hydroxyurea analogs preferentially form a hydrogen
bond to OGly25 except for 7, due to the absence of HN´. Hence, the total XP hydrogen
bonding score for 7 (Phob En HB + Hbond) derived from IFD has the smallest
contribution to the total Glide score. The hydrophobic substrate groups, phenyl, n-butyl,
and methoxyphenyl bonded to N of 5, 6 and 8, respectively, occupy a well-defined
hydrophobic cavity in OxyHb created by Leu29, Met32, Phe43, Phe46, Leu48, Val55 and
His58. These additional hydrophobic interactions (Lipophilic EvdW + PhobEn) increased
stabilization by 2.5-3.8 kcal/mol. The enhanced hydrophobic contribution of 5 and 8
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compared to 6 can be attributed to partial π-stacking between the side chain of His58 and
their corresponding phenyl and methoxyphenyl substituents; clearly seen in Figure 2-8.
Substrate 8 has even better binding affinity to OxyHb than 5 due to the additional
hydrophobic contribution from the methoxy group with Leu29, Phe33, Phe46 and Val55
(Figure 2-5). The tighter binding may be correlated to 8 having a smaller rate constant
than 5 when reacting with OxyHb (Table 2-1).88

F33

L29

5

H58
Od
Ob

Figure 2-8: Comparison of the induced fit conformation of OxyHb with 5 (in dark green)
and apo structure of OxyHb (in yellow). All hydroxyurea analogs in general induce
receptor flexibility by generating a Leu29 flip, which further moves away Phe33.
Custom IFD was undertaken based on the proposed mechanism in Figure 2-7b.
Results showed that 7 has less hydrogen bonding stabilization in MetHb compared to
OxyHb. This stabilization is hypothesized to be necessary to retain the substrate
radicals/anion in MetHb (Figure 2-7b) and suggest an explanation as to why 7 does not
form a low-spin MetHb-HUA complex,88 a pre-requisite in the formation of HbNO. A
closer inspection of docking scores and XP descriptors reveals only modest differences in
stabilizations and penalties comparing 7-OxyHb and 7-MetHb. This suggests that steric
clashes, which have been previously hypothesized as the cause of 7 not producing NO are
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not likely responsible. Again, this supports our hypothesis that the lack of hydrogen
bonding to OGly25 is the more likely explanation.
To further support our hypothesis, that steric repulsion is not the cause of 7’s lack
of reaction, we have modified analog 6 when bound to MetHb by replacing the hydrogen
bound to N with a methyl group constructing 6a. This complex “should” represent a
more sterically hindered environment. The protein complex, 6a, was minimized until the
RMSD reached a maximum cutoff of 0.30 Å from the explicit coordinate geometry of 6
using the TNCG algorithm and later the ligand was scored in place by the Glide XP
docking algorithm. XP descriptors were obtained to compare 6 and 6a (Table 2-3). As
anticipated, the Δhydrogen bond difference was 0.92 kcal/mol, indicating a significant
loss of hydrogen bonding stability for 6a. The methyl bonded to the N atom improved
the lipophilic vdW contribution by 0.1 kcal/mol and surprisingly reduced the penalties
from 0.72 to 0.16 kcal/mol. These results again demonstrate the importance of the HN´
atom for hydrogen bonding and shows that adequate space is available to accommodate
additional substituents on the N atom.
Table 2-3: XP descriptor analysis of 6, 6a and 7 obtained from IFD-XP docking in
MetHb.
Name Docking Hbond Lipophilic HBond Electro Low Penalties
score
CO
EvdW
MW
Res
6

-3.93

Gly 25

-2.16

-1.61

-0.38

-0.50 0.72

6a
7

-3.62
-4.13

None
None

-2.25
-2.14

-0.77
-1.33

-0.26
-0.33

-0.50 0.16
-0.50 0.17
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The XP descriptor analysis explains the observed difference in the binding modes
of 5 and 8 in OxyHb and MetHb (Figures 2-5 and 2-6, respectively). The different
conformation of 5 and 8 in MetHb is attributed to the loss of a hydrogen bond interaction
with Ob that is required to stabilize the protein-substrate complex. Therefore hydrophobic
substrate groups, phenyl and methoxy phenyl on the N atom of 5 and 8, respectively,
occupy a different well-defined hydrophobic cavity created by Gly25, Ala28, Val62,
Leu101, Ser102, Leu105 and Leu129 in MetHb (Figure 2-6c). We also observe contrary
binding affinities in the case of MetHb, as shown by 5 having a lower docking score than
8 (Table 2-2). We attribute this to unfavorable steric interactions by the methoxy
subgroup within the hydrophobic cavity that lead to high penalties. Hence, we propose
hydroxyurea substrate design for effective NO release should involve optimizing the
interactions between hydrophobic substituent (X) and hydrophobic residues in the active
site of OxyHb and MetHb while ensuring that there is a hydrogen bond between the HN´
atom and OGly25.
To gain further insight into the importance of Gly25 and the aforementioned
hydrophobic residues, we examined active site conservation using a protein binding site
detection tool (ProBiS)103-105 along with ClustalW.106 ProBiS uses a database of 29,412
non-redundant PDBs to represent structural diversity. This group is searched using a
novel algorithm based on the clique approach119 that effectively identifies binding site
topologies with similar geometric and physicochemical properties to the query protein.
Using the adult hemoglobin HbA [PDB ID : 2DN1 – A chain] as the query protein
ProBiS yielded 302 protein structures with similar binding site topologies. The proteins
with Z-scores (statistical measure of protein similarity) > 2 were analyzed with additional
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similarity calculated using local structural alignment. The local structural similarity Zscores along with the Pfam entities are depicted in Appendix (Figure A-2).
ProBiS’s structure based sequence alignment results showed the most conserved
active site residues to be: Phe43, His58, Val62, Leu83, His87, Phe98, Leu100, Leu101,
and most conserved substituted residues to be: Gly25, Leu29, and Phe46. Conservation is
present across all 302 non-redundant structures with human globin proteins like
Cytoglobin, Myoglobin, β-HbA, δ-HbA, and Neuroglobin having similar binding sites to
α-HbA and high sequence identity. Sequence alignment using these six proteins was
subsequently carried out with ClustalW. Results revealed Gly25, Phe43, His58, Val62,
and His87 to be the most conserved residues with Phe46, Leu83, Phe98, Leu100, and
Leu101 being the most conserved substituted residues (Figure 2-9 and Figure A-3). The
identification of conserved Gly25 and important hydrophobic residues provides further
evidence supporting our above recommendations.
CLUSTAL 2.1 multiple sequence alignment
2DN1_A|SEQUENCE
2DN1_B|SEQUENCE
1SHR_B|SEQUENCE
2DC3_B|SEQUENCE
3RGK_A|SEQUENCE
1OJ6_D|SEQUENCE

---------------VLSPADKTNVKAAWGKVGAHAGEYGAEALERMFLSFPTTK
--------------VHLTPEEKSAVTALWGKV--NVDEVGGEALGRLLVVYPWTQ
--------------VHLTPEEKTAVNALWGKV--NVDAVGGEALGRLLVVYPWTQ
KVPGEMEIERRERSEELSEAERKAVQAMWARLYANCEDVGVAILVRFFVNFPSAK
---------------GLSDGEWQLVLNVWGKVEADIPGHGQEVLIRLFKGHPETL
----------------MERPEPELIRQSWRAVSRSPLEHGTVLFARLFALEPDLL
:
:
:
* :
*
: *::
*

40
39
39
60
40
39

Figure 2-9: Mutiple sequence alignment studies of human globin chains includes α-Hb,
δ-Hb, β-Hb, Cytoglobin, Myoglobin and Human Neuroglobin using Clustal W2 in which
2DN1-A is used as the query protein. And the various legends given below the sequences
represent "*" residues are identical, ":" observed conserved substitutions, "." observed
semi-conserved substitutions. The amino acid residues are colored according to their
physio- chemical properties in which red implies small hydrophobic (AFILMPVWY);
blue implies acidic (DE); purple implies basic (HKR) and green implies with hydroxyls
and amines and basic too (CGHNQSTY)
As previously mentioned, King and co-workers observed a large rate increase for
5 and 8 as compared to 1. They attributed this effect to the presence of aromatic
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substituents and their ability to stabilize the initially formed nitroxide radical (similar to
2).88 There is some controversy surrounding this prediction as Rohrman and Mazziotti
computationally examined the radical stabilization of King’s HU derivatives.89 They
predicted the enhanced rate of 5 was most likely due to transition state stabilization as it
had a very small radical stabilization, in apparent contrast with King’s hypothesis.
Rohrman et al. also suggested that longer alkyl chains at the X position should improve
substrates, however, they were unable to confirm these were sterically allowed in the
OxyHb active site. From the large RMSD’s (0.5-4.36 Å) induced by substrate docking in
OxyHb, we conclude the hydrophobic pocket is a possible source of the previously
hypothesized transition state stabilization. Additionally, the newly predicted HO – OGly
hydrogen bond helps to further clarify the observed reactivity and positions itself as
another possible source of transition state stabilization.
Although the exact mechanism of radical production from hydroxyurea analogs
with MetHb is unclear, our docking studies give insight into likely reactions. Examining
the importance of HN´ binding contributions to the total binding affinity lead us to explore
the low-spin MetHb-HUA complex formation. This yields three possible hypotheses A,
B, and C for MetHb reaction scheme 2. Hypothesis A entails a new substrate molecule
entering MetHb by replacing the existing substrate radical from reaction 7a as proposed
by King and co-workers.88 However, it is unclear as to what happens to the radical once it
leaves the active site as it will most likely get quenched and not be retained for the third
reaction (Figure 2-3). In hypothesis B, the substrate radical will be retained in the active
site through the stable hydrogen bonding interaction between HN´ and OGly25.
Furthermore, adequate data in the literature120-122 supports the plausibility of hypothesis
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B, in which various electron transfer reactions occur commonly either in solvent media or
intra- or inter-tetramer subunits of hemoglobin. The complex array of hemoglobin
electron transfer mechanisms indicates that an electron can easily be transferred to the
hydroxyurea nitroxide radical to form the hydroxyurea nitroxide anion. The anion would
then coordinate to the ferric iron of MetHb to form a low-spin MetHb-HUA complex.
Hypothesis C is similar in mechanistic detail to hypothesis A, except that the
hydroxyurea analog substrate is reformed from the interaction of the substrate radical and
a hydrogen radical abstracted from an active site water molecule. Because the active site
is at the surface of hemoglobin subunits, water should be available to facilitate this
mechanism. After scrutinizing hypotheses A, B, and C, it seems likely that either the
hydroxyurea anion substrate or the hydroxyurea substrate radical will be retained in the
active site by the hydrogen bond to OGly25 and react to form the low spin MetHb-HUA
complex.
2.6 Conclusion
Sickle cell anemia is an inherited disease that causes sickling of red blood cells.
There is a growing need for drugs that can effectively release NO to ease the intense pain
and also elevate HbF levels that possess better oxygen affinity than HbA. Unfortunately,
the discovery of novel drug substrates that produce effective NO release has been
hindered by the lack of structural information focusing on the interaction between Hb and
hydroxyurea, the only FDA approved SCD treatment. In the current work, we employed
an effective docking protocol to obtain the first bioactive 3D models of OxyHb and
MetHb with a congeneric series of hydroxyurea analogs. Furthermore, we proposed
reaction mechanisms (Figure 2-7a and 2-7b) based on combined information obtained via
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binding modes and previous biochemical data. IFD results and the proposed mechanisms
offer new insights into key intermolecular interactions that may be exploited during
rational substrate/drug design.
The current work elucidates the importance of the HN´ atom and its contribution as
a vital stabilizing interaction. This sheds new light onto the previously observed HUA
HN´ requirement.88 XP descriptor analysis also yields insight into key structural
requirements for small molecules interacting with OxyHb and MetHb. Substrates having
aromatic functional groups are shown to have better binding affinity than other
hydroxyurea analogs in Hb due to their favorable van der Waals, π-stacking, and
hydrophobically packed hydrogen bonding energy5 contributions. Our observations show
that to achieve better substrate design for effective NO release, it is important to consider
the exploitation of this key HN´ bonding interaction with OGly25, along with maximizing
the hydrophobic interactions within the deep hydrophobic pocket of hemoglobin.
Furthermore, from observed binding site similarities and high % sequence identities to αHbA, we hypothesize that hydroxyurea analogs may undergo similar biochemical
interactions across the human globin family of proteins. In fact, other heme-based
enzymes, for example Catalase,123,124 have already been identified as hydroxyurea targets.
In the future, we plan to explore the binding modes and reaction kinetics of these
additional redox active enzymes.
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Chapter 3: How Does Catalase Release Nitric Oxide? A
Computational Structure Activity Relationship Study
3.1 Abstract
Hydroxyurea is the only FDA approved medication for treating sickle cell
anemia in adults. The primary mechanism of action induces pharmacological
elevation of nitric oxide (NO) levels and leads to propagation of fetal hemoglobin.
Despite this overall understanding, specific details about the hydroxyurea (HU)
interaction with various heme based enzymes to produce NO remains unknown.
Recent experimental studies indicate the interaction of HU with human catalase
compound I produces NO. Presently, we combine ﬂexible receptor-ﬂexible substrate
induced fit docking (IFD) with energy decomposition analyses to examine the atomic
level details of a key step in the clinical conversion of HU to NO. Substrate binding
modes of seven HU analogs with catalase compound I were investigated to determine
the essential properties necessary for effective NO release. Two major binding poses
provides insight into possible reaction mechanisms which would result in NO
production. Further results show that, anion/radical intermediates produced as part of
these mechanisms would be stabilized by hydrogen bonding interactions from distal
residues His75, Asn148, Gln168, and oxoferryl-heme. These details will contribute to
the design of superior NO releasing agents, hence furthering drug design efforts
targeting sickle cell disease.
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3.2 Introduction
Sickle cell disease (SCD), an inherited monogenic disorder, results from the
mutation of the 6th amino acid in the -globin gene changing from the polar amino acid glutamic
acid to the non-polar residue valine.74 This mutation forms defective, sickled, hemoglobin
(HbS). Upon deoxygenation, HbS undergoes polymerization into long fibrils that
ultimately results in "sickled" red blood cells. Symptoms of SCD are intense pain,
microvascular vaso-occlusion, acute chest syndrome, strokes, severe multi-organ damage,
and even death.75,125,126 In 1998, the FDA approved hydroxyurea (HU) as a SCD
treatment127 and it remains the only remedy for severe cases.128 HU elevates nitric oxide
(NO) levels subsequently inducing fetal hemoglobin (HbF) production, which mitigates
sickle cell severity. HU augments HbF synthesis by raising -globin gene expression through
the activation of NO dependent soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC) pathway85 in the human erythroid
progenitor cells. Further, NO generated from HU assists in maintaining normal blood
pressure, smoothening muscles, producing relaxation, and improving blood ﬂow to assist
patients with intense pain resulting from inﬂammation. Increased NO bioavailability also
improves red cell rheological properties and endothelial cell interactions. Moreover, HU
ameliorates antioxidant defense by decreasing lipid peroxidation levels by at least 30 due
to its contribution to higher catalase activity in SCD patients.129 SCD patients undergoing
HU therapy are known to produce various intermediates like C-nitroso formamide,
nitroxyl, nitric oxide, nitrates, and nitrites, which have numerous human physiological
effects.130
A recent study by King and co-workers123 showed that HU interacts with oxy and
deoxyHb resulting in slow NO production rates. This did not correlate with the
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observed increase in NO concentrations in patients undergoing HU therapy. The
discrepancy can be attributed to the interaction of HU competing with other heme
based enzymes88,101,123,124,131 such as catalase, human globins, and peroxidases that are also
known to produce NO. Elucidation of the molecular level interactions between HU and
each of these heme-based enzymes is critical to understanding NO metabolite
concentrations in patients undergoing HU therapy. Specifically, hydroxyurea analogs
(HUA, Figure 3-1) previously established to be a good diversity set through interaction
with hemoglobin,88 will be used for a computational structure activity relationship
(SAR) study with catalase.

Figure 3-1: Hydroxyurea analogs tested for their structure activity relationship by King
and co-workers in hemoglobin. The specific nomenclature used for diferent hydrogen and
nitrogen atoms is: nonhydroxyl nitrogen atom (N ), nitrogen attached to hydroxyl moiety
(NO), hydrogen atom bonded to N' atom (HN′), hydrogen bonded to N O atom (HN),
hydroxyl hydrogen as (HO), and substituent alkyl/phenyl groups bonded to the
nonhydroxyl nitrogen atom (X). We used hydroxyurea as a generic model to define the
various groups.
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Catalase enzymes are typically classified into three sub-types: mono-functional,
bifunctional catalase peroxidases, and pseudo catalases.132 Mono-functional catalases,
known as mammal catalases, are commonly present in animals. Their quaternary
structures are similar across organisms and are generally present as a tetramer with four
equal subunits consisting of a hydrophobic pocket that strongly binds heme prosthetic
groups. The catalase heme group exists as a pentavalent coordinated system with ferric
iron having four coordinate bonds to porphyrin nitrogens while the fifth bond is to the
proximal tyrosine. Compared to most other enzymes, catalases are more resistant to pH
change and thermal denaturation due to their stable tetrameric interactions. 133 They are
also known to play an important role in soothing inﬂammation, mutagenesis, and
prevention of apoptosis.132 Catalases also promote higher antioxidant defense mechanisms
against reactive oxygen species (ROS);129,134 reducing oxidative stress, inﬂammatory
response, and membrane lipid peroxidation levels in SCD patients undergoing HU therapy.

Catalase is primarily known for combating ROS such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).
Ferric catalase protects hemoglobin by dissociating two H2O2 molecules sequentially in
normal human erythrocytes into water and oxygen molecules.132 The reaction cycle135
III

begins with high spin ferric (Fe ) heme interacting with H2O2 to form an oxoferryl
IV

+•

porphyrin cation radical (O=Fe -Por ), also known as compound I (CpdI). The
second H2O2 molecule reduces CpdI to its native resting state enzyme.
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Figure 3-2: Proposed reaction mechanism by Fita and Rossmann,136 for H2O2 interaction
with catalase CpdI. Reaction scheme involving His mediated mechanism of action and
reaction scheme describing direct mechanism of action.

Two possible mechanisms have been proposed for the H2O2-catalase CpdI reduction:
a His mediated mechanism and a direct mechanism. The His mediated mechanism,
proposed by Fita and Rossmann,136 is comprised of sequential hydrogen transfer to CpdI
with the distal His playing a catalytic role. This differs from the direct mechanism137
where the hydrogen atoms are successively transferred from H2O2 to the oxoferryl group
in the active site with His only playing an intermolecular role (Figure 3-2). The direct
mechanism is proposed by Kato and co-workers.
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Figure 3-3: Generic representation of catalase mediated NO production from
hydroxyurea by King and co-workers. The reaction step highlighted in red box shows the
intermediacy of C-nitroso formamide, a prerequisite precursor for NO formation.

King and co-workers have undertaken extensive EPR spectroscopic studies to explore
a similar reaction profile comprising of catalase in a series of reactions with HU to
produce NO.123,124,130 The catalase mediated NO reaction begins with the production of
CpdI, similar in mechanism to H2O2. CpdI interacts with HU to produce C-nitroso
formamide followed by the formation of nitroxyl (HNO) upon hydrolysis. Subsequently
HNO interacts with native ferric catalase to generate a ferrous NO-catalase complex
(Figure 3-3), which serves as a source of NO. The released NO was judged by
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Oxyhemoglobin assay and EPR spectroscopic trapping studies.123 However, the detailed
mechanism of action remains unclear due to the lack of a 3D bioactive crystal structure,
necessary to probe the atomistic interactions between human catalase and HU. Herein we
seek a greater understanding of the atomistic interactions between catalase CpdI and the
hydroxyurea analog diversity set by a combination of ﬂexible receptor-ﬂexible substrate
induced fit docking (IFD), bioinformatics, and quantum mechanics (QM) studies.
3.3 Computational Details
X-ray crystal structure coordinates of catalase were obtained from the protein data
bank [PDB: 1DGG].1381DGG is a high resolution, 1.5 Å tetramer containing NADPHs
and heme prosthetic groups and bound cyanide. The prosthetic heme iron exists in the
hexa coordinate state. The NADPH region is hydrated, whereas the immediate active site
and -barrel regions are devoid of structural waters. Chain A of PDB: 1DGG was used and
the cyanide group was manually back mutated to an oxygen atom along with
incrementing the charge on iron to +4 to replicate CpdI. The IMPACT molecular
mechanics program139 was used to correct bond orders, add missing hydrogens, and
remove co-crystallized water molecules not present in the active site. The histidine
protonation state HSD (protonated on N1 only) was selected for His75 corresponding to
the His mediated Fita-Rossmann mechanism.136 A Truncated Newton Conjugate
Gradient (TNCG) minimization was performed using the OPLS-2005 force field. The
oxoferryl-heme was frozen in a constant dielectric of 2. All substrate structure atomic
coordinates were built and minimized using Schrodingers LigPrep 2.3140 module before
preliminary docking investigations.
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Enzyme ﬂexibility is a key component in determining receptor/substrate
recognitions. We used ﬂexible receptor-ﬂexible ligand docking, also known as
IFD45,46 to characterize conformational changes in catalase CpdI upon HUA binding.
The IFD protocol uses a combination of rigid docking (GlideXP) with protein
structure prediction (Prime).46This methodology has been well validated and
successfully applied to various biological problems including loop predictions,115,141
homology modeling,70 fragment based docking,69 and enrichment studies.68,142 The
various steps implemented in sequential order during the IFD protocol are described
below:
1) Active site residues mutated to Ala: Temporary mutation of all side chains residues
within 9 Å of the oxoferryl oxygen to Ala that impede ligand access into active site.
The distal His75 was excluded from this process as it is essential to the structure's
integrity.
2) GlideSP docking: Rigid GlideSP docking of HUAs was performed against the
mutated catalase CpdI structure with softened van der Waals potential to reduce
sterical clashes and increased Coulomb-vdW non bonded interaction energy cutof
value to 100 kcal mol-1 to generate more poses. Further, dockings were performed by
scaling the vdW radii by a factor of 0.5 for the ligand and 0.7 for the receptor to
generate an initial ensemble of docked poses. 300 poses of partially optimized
receptor-substrate complexes were requested.
3) Protein refinement/minimization: The GlideSP docked complexes were refined by
prime's structure prediction tool using the OPLS-2005 force field and generalized
Born solvation model.48,49,143 The alanine residues were back-mutated to their initial
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amino acids. In prime refinement mode, IFD uses a three step procedure to sample
side chain conformations and predict ligand-residue orientations. a) Rotamer libraries
developed by Xiang and Honig143 were used to sample the side chain conformations.
All side chains within 9Å of the bound oxygen in the oxoferryl group were back
mutated simultaneously in a random rotamer state. b) Each side chain is then
minimized sequentially using the single side chain procedure. This protocol involves
minimization of a single side chain (< 0.001 kcal mol-1

rms gradient) in

cartesian space by freezing all other residues. The procedure is repeated for all
residues until convergence is achieved. c) Finally, a TNCG minimization with full
vdW radii was performed to resolve any remaining sterical clashes. In prime
minimization mode, the side chain sampling is turned of (step 3a). That is, the
rotamer library sampling is not performed and sequential side chain minimization is
carried out (step 3b, 3c).
4) GlideXP redocking: The substrates within a 40 kcal mol-1 energy window of the
lowest energy structure from the prime refinement step were redocked into the
induced fit structures. GlideXP was performed with full vdW scaling for both the
receptor and substrate. 500 poses were requested for the GlideXP redocking and
ranked based on the GlideXP score. XP descriptors were generated by fragmenting
the composite scoring function into various interaction energies to analyze the docked
poses.
The interaction energies are described by GlideXP terms. The reward term
includes: HBond, a generic chemscore hydrogen bonding pair term;16 PhobEn Hb, a
hydrogen bond in protein hydrophobic enclosure; PhobEn, a hydrophobic enclosure
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term; LipophilicEvdW, a chemscore-lipophilic pair term; Electro, an electrostatic
contribution; Sitemap, complementary non hydrogen bonding interactions; and
LowMW, a reward for having lower molecular weight. The penalty term consists of:
RotPenal, a rotatable penalty for constricting ﬂexible ligands, and XP Penalties, a
collective combination of intraligand contact, polar atom burial, amide torsion, and
desolvation. The IFD protocol successfully generated binding modes causing Val74,
Val116, Phe153, Phe161, Ile165, and Gln168 to undergo substantial side chain
motion

(rmsd's

>1Å)

in

comparison

to

their

apo

structures.

We

used

CHARMM117,144,145 to compute side chain rmsds accounting for the two fold
symmetry of the phenylalanine side-chains in addition to the atom renumbering that
took place in the prime back-mutation step.
3 . 4 Results and Discussion
The aforementioned HUAs were initially tested by King and co-workers88 for their
efficacy to produce NO while interacting with adult human hemoglobin. Analogs 1, 5, 6,
and 8 produce NO due to the presence of the -NHOH group and the HN′ used to stabilize
the radical intermediates by a hydrogen bond to Gly25.146 However, this difers from the
present case of catalase CpdI wherein these analogs can only form the C-nitroso
formamide intermediates to produce NO. And currently, we do not have x-ray crystal
structures to comprehend the key interactions between HUAs and catalase CpdI to form
the necessary C- nitroso formamide intermediates, hindering HUA substrate design
process. Here we explore catalase CpdI substrate specificity with the same HU derivatives
and predict reaction profiles for releasing NO. Further, IFD was coupled with the XP
descriptor analysis to probe interaction energies. The docking protocol was validated by
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comparing with a QM/MM optimized structure previously generated by Alfonso- Prieto
et al.137 that contains a intermolecular hydrogen bonding array between H2O2 and catalase
CpdI (Figure 3-4). The H2O2 pose generated using our IFD protocol matched that of the
QM/MM optimized structure along with its networked intermolecular hydrogen bonds
between -NH2 of Asn148 as a hydrogen bond donor interacting with the lone pair of the
adjacent hydroxyl group from the H2O2. Further, the second hydroxyl group serves as the
hydrogen bond donor for the N of His75.

Figure 3-4: Inter-molecular hydrogen bonding network observed for the H2O2 docking
orientation in catalase CpdI active site. Protein carbons are colored in cyan; CpdI
carbons, yellow-green; oxygens, red; nitrogens, blue; hydrogens, white; and iron, light
blue. Dotted yellow lines represent the hydrogen bonding interactions and the ribbons
have red for -helices and cyan for --sheets.
The IFD protocol produced an ensemble of induced-fit catalase CpdI complexes,
which were clustered into five groups for each HUA from the diversity set. Two
predominant pose conformations were obtained for most HUAs and were categorized as
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pose A and pose B orientations. The top scoring poses from each cluster were used for
further analysis. Pose A and Pose B exist for HUAs 1, 5, 6, and 8 while 7 has only pose B
orientations. Neither 3 nor 4 have pose A or pose B due to the absence of -NHOH group.
Pose A orientations have the -NH2 of Asn148 as a hydrogen bond donor interacting
with the lone pair of the hydroxyl from the HUA. This hydroxyl group serves as the
hydrogen bond donor for the N of His75. The extensive hydrogen bond network
continues by the HN′ of the HUA hydrogen bonding with the oxoferryl group of CpdI
(Figure 3-5). Pose B orientations consist of a similar hydrogen bonding network with a
slight variation from pose A. In pose B, the hydrogen bond network is exclusively formed
by the -NHOH moiety (Figure 3-6). The HN is hydrogen bonded to the oxoferryl group
instead of the HN′ as in pose A. Both poses have the the -C=O moiety hydrogen bonded to
-NH2 of Gln168 of the HUA except for 1 in pose B. However, 1 in pose B still consists
of a hydrogen-bond with Gln168 formed by HN' atom. XP descriptors of the top scoring
poses in catalase CpdI were retained and analyzed (Table 3-1) along with the binding
orientations (Table 3-1A). The active site is stabilized by the extensive hydrogen bonding
network and a hydrophobic pocket created by Val73, Val74, Val116, Phe153,
Phe161,Pro162, Phe164, and Ile165. These stabilization interactions suggest that the
radical or anion intermediates of HUAs undergo transition state stabilization. Moreover,
significant movement of Phe161 and Ile165 is needed to accommodate bulky substituents
of HUAs ranging from ethyl to methoxyphenyl groups (Table 3-2) as observed by the
RMSD calculations undertaken using CHARMM program.
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Figure 3-5: Predicted pose A binding orientations of hydroxyurea analogs 1(5a) and
8(5b) in catalase CpdI. Carbons for CpdI, substrate and protein are colored in yellowgreen, yellow and cyan; oxygens, red; nitrogens, blue; hydrogens, light yellow; and iron,
magenta. Dotted red lines represent the hydrogen bonding interactions and the ribbons have
red for -helices and cyan for -sheets.

Figure 3-6: Predicted binding orientations of hydroxyurea analogs 1(6a), 7(6b) and 8(6c)
for pose B conformations in catalase CpdI. These analogs predominantly formed pose B
orientations than pose A like orientations. They all have same hydrogen bonding pattern
similar to hydrogen peroxide.
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Table 3-1. XP descriptor analysis showing the contribution of various GlideXP terms in kcal mol-1 for all pose A and pose B
conformations of HUA’s.
Title

GScore HBond

Phob

PhobEn Lipophilic RotPenal Penalties Electro Sitemap LowMW

EnHB

EvdW

1 - pose A

-5.16

-2.92

0.00

0.00

-0.53

0.00

0.05

-0.86

-0.40

-0.50

1 - pose B

-4.62

-2.55

0.00

0.00

-0.60

0.00

0.02

-0.58

-0.40

-0.50

3

-3.95

-1.89

0.00

0.00

-0.38

0.00

0.02

-0.80

-0.40

-0.50

4

-5.51

-2.93

0.00

0.00

-0.78

0.00

0.00

-0.90

-0.40

-0.50

5 - pose A

-8.41

-1.94

-1.39

-1.50

-3.04

0.55

0.28

-0.65

-0.22

-0.50

5 - pose B

-7.43

-2.77

0.00

-0.94

-2.89

0.55

0.13

-0.62

-0.40

-0.50

6 - pose A

-5.94

-2.55

0.00

-0.85

-2.22

1.37

0.14

-1.01

-0.31

-0.50

6 - pose B

-5.92

-2.78

0.00

-0.83

-2.16

1.37

0.10

-0.73

-0.40

-0.50

7 - pose B

-2.64

-2.13

0.00

0.00

-1.93

0.68

2.40

-0.83

-0.33

-0.50

8 - pose A

-7.39

-2.28

-1.50

0.00

-2.87

0.61

0.38

-0.83

-0.40

-0.50

8 - pose B

-5.84

-1.87

0.00

0.00

-3.26

0.61

0.02

-0.57

-0.28

-0.50
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Table 3-1A. Summary of IFD refinement binding orientaions (# corresponds to number)

1

NO
release
yes

yes

Top
pose
A

2

no

no

NA

NA

NA

NA

2

2

3

no

no

NA

83

NA

NA

2

2

4

no

no

NA

80

NA

NA

2

2

5

yes

yes

A

55

18

9

2

3

6

yes

yes

A

110

20

58

2

3

6a

NA

yes

B

32

2

18

2

2

6b

NA

yes

B

67

13

37

2

2

7

no

yes

B

22

0

16

2

2

8

NA

yes

A

60

17

25

3

3

HUA

NHOH

# binding poses
# Hydrogen bonds
Total poseA poseB acceptors donors
52
26
13
2
3

3. 4. 1 IFD results for all HUA's
N-hydroxyurea (1): Hydroxyurea, also known as hydroxycarbamide, is used as an
antisickling, antineoplastic agent.147,148 IFD produced an ensemble of 52 binding
orientations for 1. Clustering produced two dominant clusters with the following number
of poses in each cluster: Pose A (26) and pose B (13). Pose A (Figure 3-7a) had more
stabilization compared to pose B (Figure 3-7b) due to hydrogen bonding and electrostatics
confirmed by the XP descriptors (Table 3-1). After prime refinement, the residues that
experienced significant movement along with their respective side chain rmsd deviations
when compared to the apo structure of catalase CpdI for pose A were (Val116 - 1.36Å;
Ile165 - 1.04Å) whereas (Val116 - 1.35Å; Gln168 - 1.37Å) moved in pose B (Table 3-2).
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Table 3-2. Summary of flexible docking studies of HUA’s that caused the following
residues to undergo substantial conformational movements around 9 Å of oxoferryl
moiety in catalase CpdI in comparision to the starting structure (RMSDs in Å)

1
Residues

3

4

5

6

7

8

Val74

pose
A
0.20

pose
B
0.24

pose
A
0.09 0.07 0.28

pose
B
1.40

pose
A
0.32

pose
B
0.32 0.24

pose
A
0.60

pose
B
0.79

Val 116

1.36

1.35

0.21 1.36

0.12

1.35

0.10

0.42

0.05

0.09

0.13

Pro129

0.13

0.15

0.14 0.26

0.03

0.14

0.11

0.22

0.09

0.10

0.07

Gly131

0.02

0.03

0.04 0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

Asn148

0.10

0.07

0.12 0.08

0.10

0.06

0.06

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.08

Phe153

0.08

0.06

0.65 0.11

0.09

0.09

0.05

2.24

0.08

0.09

0.08

Phe154

0.06

0.06

0.27 0.09

0.05

0.07

0.04

0.78

0.08

0.05

0.06

Phe161

0.20

0.08

0.07 0.05

2.73

2.79

2.94

1.37

2.91

3.18

3.17

Phe164

0.10

0.16

0.55 0.25

0.31

0.19

0.16

0.38

0.38

0.25

0.19

Ile165

1.04

0.06

0.11 0.12

0.70

0.21

0.93

0.17

0.96

1.16

1.23

Gln168

0.70

1.37

0.38 0.47

0.44

0.55

0.51

0.80

0.82

0.72

0.66

O-methyl N -hydroxyurea (3): This substrate commonly known as 1-methoxyurea
contains two donors and two acceptors available for hydrogen bonding. Experimental
results indicate that 3 failed to produce NO when interacting with Hb due to the absence
of the -NHOH group.88 IFD produced 83 orientations, but neither pose A or pose B can
produce C-nitroso formamide due to the lack of the -NHOH moiety. The major cluster
consisted of 27 docked conformations with the top scoring pose receiving energy
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stabilization from three hydrogen bonding interactions shown in appendix (Figure B-1a).
3 can form a diverse network of intermolecular hydrogen bonds (Figure 3-8a) in which
the Asn148 -NH2 group interacts with the -OCH3, while the N atom of His75 accepts two
hydrogen bonds from HN and HN′. Electrostatic interactions with His75, Asn148, Thr150,
and Gln168 also contribute to the stability of 3. IFD indicated that (Phe153 - 0.65; Å
Phe164 - 0.55 Å) experienced the most significant changes with the corresponding side
chain rmsd deviations compared to the apo structure (Table 3-2).
N -methyl N -hydroxyurea (4): Methyl hydroxyurea has two hydrogen bond donors and
two acceptors. 4 produced a nitroxide radical intermediate and had the highest rate constant
among the HUAs while interacting with Hb.88 However, it failed to form NO due to the
missing -NHOH group.146 Similar to 3, IFD resulted in 80 poses for 4 but did not produce
pose A or pose B and is not expected to interact with catalase CpdI to form C-ntroso
formamide. The major cluster retained 36 docked poses that closely resembled pose A
(Figure B-1b), but failed to hydrogen bond with the oxoferryl unit. In this cluster, a slightly
modified network of hydrogen bonds existed, in comparison to pose A; here, the interaction
of the oxoferryl oxygen with HN′ is replaced by HN′-

4 had a slightly larger Lipophilic

EvdW contribution than 1 due to the interaction between the methyl group present on the
NO with Pro129, Phe153, and Phe154. 4's electrostatic stabilization resulted from
interaction with Gln168, Asn148, and His75. Only (Val116 - 1.36Å) experienced
substantial structural changes in comparison to the apo structure (Table 3-2).
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Figure 3-7: 2D interaction energy diagram depicting the per residue interactions between
pose A and pose B conformations of hydroxyurea analogs 1, 5, 6 and 8 with catalase
CpdI active site residues. The legend representing the various symbols are presented in
Figure 8.
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Figure 3-8: 2D interaction diagram depicting the per residue interactions for hydroxyurea
analogs 3, 4 and 7 with catalase CpdI active site residues are shown in a, b and c. The
legend here represents the type of amino acid residues and the diferent interactions they
form.
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Figure 3-8B: Predicted binding orientations of HUAs 3, and 4 pose conformations in
catalase CpdI.
N' -phenyl N -hydroxyurea (5): HUA 5 (1-hydroxy-3-phenylurea) has three hydrogen
bond donors and two acceptors. It efciently released NO upon interacting with hemoglobin
and was found to have the second highest rate after 4.88 Subsequently, we attributed, this to
the transition state stabilization of the nitroxide radical caused by the HN' hydrogen bonding
to the Gly25 -C=O moiety along with strong hydrophobic interactions within hemoglobin's
hydrophobic cavity.146 IFD produced 55 orientations and after clustering, pose A was
dominant with 18 docked poses, while pose B had only 9 (Figure 3-9). Pose A had a better
binding affinity compared to pose B with respect to hydrogen bonding and the
LipophilicEvdW XP descriptors (Table 3-1). Furthermore, the phenyl group in 5 (pose A,
Figure 3-7c) possessed a

stacking interaction with Phe153. This contributed to the

large LipophilicEvdW score compared to pose B. Also, LipophilicEvdW interactions
between the phenyl group of 5 and Val74, Phe153, Phe161, Ile165, and Phe164 were
responsible for additional stabilization. IFD resulted in (Phe161 - 2.73Å and Ile165 - 0.70Å)
(Table 3-2) experiencing significant structural rearrangement compared to the apo form.
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Pose B (Figure 3-7d) was ranked third upon clustering, and had a significant
LipophilicEvdW contribution due to the phenyl moiety interacting with Val74, Phe153,
Ile155, Phe161, Ile165, and Phe164. The residues that underwent substantial changes in
pose B were Val74, Val116, Phe161, and Gln168. The side chain rmsd deviations were in
the range of (0.04 - 2.79Å) when compared to the apo structure of catalase CpdI (Table 32).

Figure 3-9: Predicted a)pose A and b)pose B binding orientations of 5 in catalase CpdI.
N' -n-butyl N -hydroxyurea (6): This derivative is commonly known as 1-butyl-3hydroxyurea with three sites for hydrogen bond donation and two acceptors. IFD produced
110 total poses. Clustering resulted in 20 pose A structures (Figure 3-7e) and 58 for pose B
(Figure 3-7f). Pose B was predicted to have slightly better binding affinity compared to pose
A. They had similar hydrogen bonding and LipophilicEvdW contributions as described by
the XP descriptors (Table 3-1). Furthermore, in the pose B orientation both HN and HN′ were
hydrogen bonded to the CpdI Fe=O moiety, whereas in pose A only the HN′ was hydrogen
bonded to Fe=O. Both orientations had an XP RotPenal of 1.37 kcal mol-1, which is a
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rotational penalty due to constricting the ﬂexible n-butyl chain of 6 in the hydrophobic
pocket. During IFD, the residues that experienced significant side chain movement for
poseA were (Phe161 - 2.94Å Ile165 - 0.93Å and Gln168 - 0.51Å) while (Phe153 - 2.24Å
Phe161 - 1.37Å and Gln168 - 0.80Å) moved most in pose B (Table 3-2).
N', N'-diethyl N-hydroxyurea (7): This analog is known as 1,1-diethyl 3-hydroxyurea and
consists of two donors and two acceptors for hydrogen bonding. 7 was the only HUA that
did not produce NO despite having an -NHOH group in Hb.88 Our previous ﬂexible docking
studies, determined that 7's inability to form NO was attributed to the absence of the HN′
atom.146 However, this analog may interact with catalase CpdI to produce NO as it contains
the essential -NHOH moiety required to form the C- nitroso formamide intermediate. IFD
resulted in 22 binding conformations, however, 7 did not form even a single pose A
confirmation. Clustering produced pose B (Figure 3-8c) as the preferred binding pose with
16 docked structures. Substrate 7 has a major XP penalty 2.4 kcal mol-1 coming from the
desolvation of the polar N' atom in a hydrophobic protein environment devoid of any
hydrogen bonding (Table 3-1). IFD results indicated that residues (Phe161 - 2.91Å Ile165 0.96Å and Gln168 - 0.82Å) experienced considerable side-chain movement (Table 3-2).
N' -4-methoxy phenyl N -hydroxyurea (8): HUA 8 (1-methoxy-3-phenylurea) contains
three hydrogen bond donors and three acceptors. Despite this substrate having the potential
to release NO while interacting with hemoglobin, experimental studies were not possible due
to solubility issues.88 8 has the potential to interact with catalase CpdI to produce NO due to
the presence of the -NHOH moiety. IFD yielded 60 poses as ranked by GlideXP scores.
Clustering produced 17 docked poses for pose A (Figure 3-7g) and 25 for pose B (Figure 37h). However, pose A had better predicted binding afnies in terms of hydrogen bonding by
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-1

E (Hbond + PhobEn Hb) = -1.91 kcal mol and LipophilicEvdW interactions (Table 3-1).
Both poses possessed a favorable LipophilicEvdW contribution due to the interaction of the
methoxyphenyl substituent with Val73, Val74, Phe153, Phe161, Phe164, and Ile165.
However, pose A had better predicted LipophilicEvdW due to additional interactions of the
methoxyphenyl group with Pro162. For both pose A and pose B, residues Phe153, Phe154,
Phe161, and Gln168 experienced considerable induced fit efects with side chain rmsds in
the range (0.04 - 3.18Å) compared to their apo structure (Table 3-2).
3.4.2

Proposed mechanism of action
The exact mechanism of the catalase catalyzed C-nitroso formamide formation from

HUA's remains unclear. IFD combined with available structural, biochemical, and
experimental studies revealed insight into the reaction mechanism.123,137,149,150 Upon careful
examination of docking orientations for pose A and pose B, it was observed that His75
could act as either an acid or base catalyst or provide stabilizing hydrogen bonds to the
HUA anion radicals produced during the course of the reaction. We propose four possible
reaction mechanisms for C-nitroso formamide generation (Figure 3-3) corresponding to
both pose A and B. We hypothesize that the hydroxyurea conversion occurs by the
reduction of catalase CpdI by either a His mediated or direct mechanism equivalent to
H2O2,137,151 as the -NHOH moiety of HUA represents an isostere of H2O2.
Pose A mechanism of actions
For pose A, the His mediated mechanism (Figure 3-10, top) involves interaction
of a HUA with catalase CpdI. This would quench the cation radical present on the
porphyrin ring by decomposing the double bond of oxoferryl to the hydroxyl-ferryl unit
(CpdII) via HN′ migration, forming a radical on N' (Figure 3-10, 2).
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Figure 3-10: Proposed reaction mechanism for HUA interaction with catalase CpdI for
pose A orientations. Reaction scheme involving His mediated mechanism of action and
reaction scheme describing direct mechanism of action.
This hydrogen migration from N' to the oxoferryl oxygen atom would be assisted
by the stabilizing interactions derived from the strong networked intermolecular
hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic pocket created by Val74, Val116, Pro129, Phe153,
Phe154, Phe161, Phe164, and Ile165. We hypothesize the radical would be localized on
the nitrogen rather than oxygen atom in HUAs during this process based on following.
Firstly, nitrogen radicals are commonly observed as they are more electron deficient than
carbon radicals. They also have similar stabilities to oxygen centered radicals due to
substituent effects.45 Further, gas phase DFT calculations on 2 by Vrcek et al.149 showed
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that N-centered radicals are frequently formed by hydrogen migrations. Calculated
mulliken spin densities showed that an unpaired electron on 2 would likely be located at
the O and NO atoms. It was previously shown using EPR, that O-centered radicals (2)
are the result of 1's interaction with human Hb.88 Nevertheless, these were not observed
in 1's interaction with catalase, illustrating the feasibility of other radical formations.123
From previous computational and experimental studies123,149,152 its reasonable to expect
competetion between the HN and HO for transfer to the N' radical. The transfer of the HN

 HN′ is corroborated by the resonance stabilization gained by NO radical, due to the
lone pair donation from the neighboring oxygen atom. In the subsequent step, the oxygen
atom would be deprotonated to generate an oxyanion. This is supported by Vrcek et al.149
who showed that 1 behaves as a hydroxamic acid with deprotonation occurring on the Ocenter to produce an oxyanion. Hence, it is hypothesized that the His75

plays a

catalytic role to abstract the HO to produce an oxyanion HUA radical moiety. Further,
reduction potential studies indicated that an electron from the oxyanion gets transfered to
metal ion oxidants.42 This observation indicates a negative charge on the oxygen moiety,
which switches to the N' radical and then transfers the radical to

to form reduced

. Finally, the oxygen of the hydroxyl-ferryl moiety would abstract the His75
proton yielding water, catalase (

), and C-nitroso formamide. In the case of the direct

mechanism (Figure 3-10), the initial step of the reaction is equivalent to its His mediated
counterpart. However, in the second step HO would get abstracted by the hydroxyl-ferryl
group instead of His75 to form an oxonium ion of CpdII (Figure 3-10). Later, similar to
pose A His mediated mechanism, the oxyanion charge would be transfered to reduce
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to

catalase, with the oxonium ion leaving the active site as water along with

C-nitroso formamide.
Pose B mechanism of actions

Figure 3-11: Proposed reaction mechanism for HUA interaction with catalase CpdI for
pose B orientations. Reaction scheme involving His mediated mechanism of action and
reaction scheme describing direct mechanism of action.
In the pose B mechanism (Figure 11), all analogs except 3 and 4 retained the
same array of intermolecular hydrogen bonds observed with the QM/MM optimized
H2O2-catalase CpdI complex.137 These networked intermolecular hydrogen bonds were
observed since the -NHOH moiety represents an isostere of H2O2. The pose B mechanisms
would differ from pose A with respect to hydrogen abstraction by the oxoferryl moiety.
Here, the oxoferryl would abstract the HN instead of HN′ to form CpdI and HU

radical

without the intermediacy of N' radical HU intermediate observed in pose A mechanism.
The His-mediated pose B mechanism is similar to pose A, except for the rearrangement of
HN atom to generate HU

radical. The remainder of the mechanism mimics that of pose
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A. Contrastingly, the pose B direct mechanism is significantly different. Following the
HN′ abstraction, the N-centered nitroxide radical would have to reorient itself by rotation
around the C-

bond to interact with hydroxy-ferryl moiety, leading to the formation of

C-nitroso formamide. Q-Chem 4.0144,145 was used to perform a torsional study of the Nhydroxyurea radical. The torsional optimization (O-

-C-N') was performed using

B3LYP/6-31G with a grid consisting of 75 radical shells and 302 angular points. The
torsion was constrained in 15° increments ranging from -180° to 180°. The torsional
profile rotating around the Cbarrier of 21.54 kcal

bond (Figure B-5) showed a large rotational energy

(Table 3-3). Due to this penalty, we conclude the pose B

direct mechanism would be unlikely to occur. However, if the reaction proceeds crossing
this high energy barrier, the reorientation will result in a sequence of

radical mediated

reactions. First breaking the hydroxyl group of HU into radicals leading to the formation
of C-nitroso formamide and

radical. Later the

radical induced another radical

formation by breaking hydroxy ferryl moiety to form water and catalase.
3.4.3 IFD dockings incorporating prime minimization
Based on the  -  angles of the amino acid backbone, the side-chain rotamer
library143 defines the most likely rotamer conformation based on its statistical occurrence
in the PDB. However, the correct states are less clear to the presence of water,
neighboring substrates, and co-factors. To account for the effect of co-factors like CpdI
and understand the effect of small molecules like 1 in the side chain movements, we have
also carried out IFD dockings using prime minimization.
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Table 3-3. B3LYP/6-31G
radical.

DFT study of the torsional potentials for N-hydroxyurea

HU
Radical
Torsion
-180

Energy
kcal mol-1

-165

0.88

-150

3.48

-135

7.37

-120

11.71

-105

15.46

-90

17.66

-75

17.79

-60

16.50

-45

14.86

-30

13.71

-15

13.61

0

14.92

15

17.73

30

21.54

45

14.86

60

16.50

75

17.79

90

17.66

105

15.46

120

11.71

135

7.37

150

3.48

165

0.88

180

0.00

0.00
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IFD prime minimization dockings produced only pose B orientations for 1, 5, 6, 7,
and 8. Only 5 produced the pose A orientation, however, pose B resulted in a lower
energy conformation. These results indicate that pose B is the most likely pose (Table 34).
Table 3-4. Summary of IFD prime minimization orientations (# corresponds to number
of)
HUA

Gscore

Top

# binding poses

kcal mol-1

pose

Total

1

-6.334

B

58

0

2

NA

NA

NA

3

-4.888

NA

4

-5.469

5

# Hydrogen bonds

pose A pose B

acceptors

donors

35

2

3

NA

NA

2

2

79

NA

NA

2

2

NA

62

NA

NA

2

2

-6.483

B

32

3

1

2

3

6

-5.872

B

66

0

30

2

3

7

-1.836

B

19

0

9

2

2

8

-6.889

B

30

0

6

3

3

3.4.4 Insights into the most likely mechanism of action.
IFD results have revealed four possible reaction mechanisms (Figure 10 and 11)
for HUAs; arising from pose A and pose B orientations. ProBiS,103-105 a web-based
binding site prediction and analysis tool (consisting of 31,198 non-redundant protein
structures) was used to scan existing heme-based enzymes. Results showed that the
catalase CpdI active site framework is unique. It failed to identify a single heme-based
protein with similar physiochemical properties to catalase CpdI, hence a singular
mechanism of action with HUAs is likely.
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During the examination of pose A and B for all HUAs, it was determined that 7
could form only the pose B orientation. This can be attributed to the absence of the HN′
atom. We were curious to the reason, that why 7 failed to generate even a single
confirmation looks like or close to pose A orientation even though HN′ hydrogen bonding
is missing. We started to analyze if the rationale was due to sterics or the lack of HN′ as 7
failed to form any orientation close to pose A. To identify the underlying cause, modified
analogs of 6 (Figure B-2) were generated, in which the HN′ was replaced with -CH3 (6a)
to create less sterically hindered structure. In the second analog we replaced the -NHN′
with a -CH2 group (6b) to study the importance of a polar HN′. IFD studies with 6a and
6b revealed that pose B is dominant. However, unlike 7 "Pose A like" confirmations
(Figure B-3), similar to pose A except for the HN′ hydrogen bonding interaction with the
oxoferryl moiety (Table 3-1A) were generated for 6a and 6b. Results from these analysis
clearly show that 7's inability to form pose A like confirmation is a consequence of
sterical clashes.
Moreover, results suggest that 6a, 6b, and 7 would interact with catalase CpdI to
produce NO as they contain the critical -NHOH group. This hypothesis is supported by
the interaction of hydroxylamine (NH2OH) with catalase CpdI to produce HNO.150
Considering that hydroxylamine produces HNO without an HN′ atom or amide functional
group, small molecules with an -NHOH moiety should be adequate to produce HNO. In
fact, hydroxylamine was shown to have a similar reaction profile to 1 when interacting
with catalase CpdI to produce HNO, as confirmed by EPR spectra.150 Later, the reductive
nitrosylation of ferric catalase by HNO produces the ferrous catalase-NO complex, an NO
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source (Figure B-4). To examine this in more detail we docked (with IFD)
hydroxylamine; this resulted only in pose B orientations.
Interestingly, the oxidation mechanisms of hydroxylamine150 and H2O2137 with
catalase should be very similar, again because they are isosteres. Overall, IFD results
conclude that, even though 6a and 6b produce pose A like confirmation, 6a, 6b and 7
cannot adopt the pose A mechanism of action (Figure 10) due to the absence of the N'
preventing them to form C-nitroso formamide. Previous spectroscopic and biochemical
studies along with current IFD results show that biosynthetic production of NO, from
possibly all HUAs, would occur predominantly via pose B orientations. Experimental
EPR and kinetics studies of these modified analogs with catalase would confirm proposed
reaction mechanisms (i.e. that pose B mechanism is dominant). Further, QM/MM studies
are underway to shed more light onto NO production via HUAs, interacting with hemebased enzymes.
3.5 Conclusions
The pharmacological efficacies of hydroxyurea therapy result from NO donation
causing the elevation of fetal Hb levels and vasodilation production preventing sickle cell
adhesion to endothelium cells. Catalase CpdI is an enzyme known to produce NO upon
interacting with HU; however, binding and mechanistic details remain unkown. Presently,
we examined nine hydroxyurea analogs (HUAs), including modified analogs complexed
with catalase CpdI using induced fit docking (IFD) coupled with scoring function
decomposition. Our work revealed an important network of intermolecular hydrogen
bonds created by distal residues His75, Asn148, Gln168, and oxoferryl-heme to HUAs.
Also, strong hydrophobic interactions were conferred to substrates by the active site
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residues Val73, Val74, Val116, Phe153, Phe161,Pro162, Phe164, and Ile165. Further,
Phe161 was identified to undergoes significant induced fit effects to accommodate
aromatic substrates like 5 and 8. We proposed reaction mechanisms using information
obtained from predicted binding modes coupled with available biochemical data.
Bioinfromatics results, obtained via binding site analysis (i.e ProBiS) indicated
that catalase CpdI could have a unique mechanism of action compared to nearly all hemebased enzymes. Moreover, the similarities in structural, physiochemical, and biological
action between hydroxyurea, hydroxylamine, and hydrogen peroxide confirms the
likelihood of the pose B His-mediated pathway due to a high rotational energy barrier that
is required in the direct mechanism. Further analysis of the 6a, 6b, and 7 docking poses
suggested that pose B is favored due to accommodation of bulky substituents and
avoidance of sterical clashes. These dockings along with the hydroxylamine biochemical
data show that a -NHOH moiety, an isostere to H2O2, is necessary to produce NO and will
most likely occur via the pose B His-mediated mechanism. Structural and mechanistic
details of HUAs and catalase CpdI should serve as a model for continued structure based
drug design, specifically targeting new scaffolds with -NHOH as the pose pharmacaphore.
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Chapter 4: Computational correlation studies towards inactivation
of O6- alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase by O6-benzylguanine
analogs
Note to the Reader
Portions of this chapter comprising my computational work has been previously
published as Pauly, G.T.; Loktionova, N. A.; Fang, Q.; Vankayala, S. L.; Guida, W. C.;
Pegg, A. E.
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4.1 Abstract
The main forms of cancer treatment are Chemotherapy and Radiation therapy. As
part of chemotherapy, various alkylating agents are used to induce DNA damage. Most of
these alkyl lesions are mutagenic and can be highly cytotoxic as secondary effects.
Eventually cells have evolved with various mechanisms to detect and repair DNA
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damage, resulting in therapeutic resistance.

O6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase

(AGT) is a DNA repair protein that acts in a single step to restore DNA with O6Alkylguanine lesions, and thus prevents mutations and apoptosis arising from alkylated
guanines. A novel strategy has been explored to reverse this drug resistance by inhibiting
the DNA repair pathways to enhance chemo and radio sensitivity. So various analogs of
benzyl guanine were synthesized and tested for activity as potential inhibitors of AGT.
The nature and position of the substitutions involving methyl and aminomethyl groups
profoundly affected their activity. Molecular modeling studies of their interactions with
alkyltransferase provided a molecular explanation for these results. The square of the
correlation coefficient (R2) obtained between E-model scores (obtained from GLIDE
XP/QPLD docking calculations) vs. log(IC50) values via a linear regression analysis was
0.95. The models indicate that the ortho- substitution causes a steric clash interfering
with binding whereas the meta- aminomethyl substitution allows an interaction of the
amino group to generate an additional hydrogen bond with the protein for its enhanced
activity. Virtual screening using NCI diversity set 2 against this AGT protein model lead
to the discovery 7 novel lead molecules.
4.2 Introduction
O6-Alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase is a unique DNA repair protein that acts
in a single step to restore DNA with O6-alkylguanine adducts by transferring the alkyl
group to an acceptor site, which in human alkyltransferase is located at Cys145.153-155
Alkyltransferase activity in tumors is an important source of resistance to therapeutic
alkylating agents such as dacarbazine, temozolomide, 1,3-bis(2-chloroethyl)-1nitrosourea

(BCNU)

or

1-(2-chloroethyl)-3-(trans-476

methylcyclohexyl)-1-

nitrosourea.153,154,156-160 O6-Benzylguanine has been shown to be a potent inhibitor of
human alkyltransferase. O6-Benzylguanine acts as a pseudosubstrate. After binding in the
active site, it leads to the formation of S-benzylcysteine at the Cys145 acceptor site
irreversibly

inactivating

the

protein.161-163

A

related

compound

O6-(4-

bromothenyl)guanine was found to be a slightly more potent inactivator of
alkyltransferase164 and is thought to act in the same way. Both compounds are undergoing
clinical trials.156,159,160,165-170 Although there have been some responses in these trials
providing proof of concept for the target, it is clear that improved inhibitors will be
needed.

Figure 4-1: Direct reversal pathway repairing DNA damage by reversing the alkylation
on O6-guanine.
Since the original development of O6-benzylguanine, structural and biochemical
studies have provided a much greater understanding of the repair reaction catalyzed by
alkyltransferase and the binding and reaction of this inhibitor. After binding the substrate
DNA via the minor groove using a helix-turn-helix motif, the alkyltransferase protein
brings about a change in the DNA structure which rotates the alkylated guanine
deoxynucleoside from the base stack into an active site pocket which contains the Cys145
acceptor residue.155,171 This places the O6-alkylguanine in the correct position for repair
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in a hydrophobic cleft where the Cys145 and Val148 carbonyls accept hydrogen bonds
from the exocyclic amine of the guanine, the N of Ser159 donates a hydrogen bond to the
substrate guanine-O6, and the hydroxyl of Tyr114 donates hydrogen bonds to guanine-N3
(Figure 4-1). These interactions exactly position the alkyl group for attack by Cys145.
This residue is highly reactive by virtue of its activation to a thiolate anion by a
Glu172:His146:water:Cys145 hydrogen bond network.155,163,172 O6-Benzylguanine binds
much more weakly at the active site pocket since all of the interactions with the
alkyltransferase-DNA binding domain are lost but it is held in a position that allows
attack by Cys145 via the interactions with the guanine moiety described above and the
interaction of the benzyl group with the side-chain of Pro140.155,163 Mutation of this Pro
residue profoundly reduces the ability of O6-benzylguanine to inactivate human
alkyltransferase.173,174 Despite the weak binding, the reactivity of benzyl in bimolecular
displacement reactions such as that occurring in the alkyltransferase active site facilitates
the inactivating reaction. However, the rate constant for the reaction with O6benzylguanine free base is only c. 600 M-1. sec-1,162 which is >10,000 times less than that
for the repair of O6-methylguanine in DNA and or of oligodeoxyribonucleotides
containing O6-benzylguanine, which are much more potent inactivators.175,176 Such
oligodeoxyribonucleotides are not ideal for clinical use and other attempts to improve the
binding of low M.W. pseudosubstrates are needed.
We

have

now

undertaken

in

silico

screening

of

three

O6-

[(aminomethyl)benzyl]guanines (compounds 1- 3) and three O6-(methylbenzyl)guanines
(compounds 5-7) shown in Figure 4-2. It was found that the nature and position of the
substitution profoundly affected the ability to inactivate human alkyltransferase.
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Molecular modelling studies using one of the crystal structures available for the protein
and its interaction with compounds 1-3, 5-7 and O6-benzylguanine were carried out and
provide a plausible explanation for these results and show that the meta-substituent on
O6-[3-(aminomethyl)benzyl]guanine (2) provides additional interactions with the active
site pocket that increase the affinity for O6-benzylguanine derivatives and generates a
more potent and soluble alkyltransferase inhibitor. Later, with the successful prediction
of relative binding affinities, we further used the model to unveil novel lead molecule by
virtual screening studies using NCI diversity set2 followed by biological testing.
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Figure 4-2: Substituted O6-benzylguanines and an N6-[(hydroxymethyl)benzyl]-2aminoadenine resulting from a rearrangement of 3.
4.3 Methods
The computational modeling studies relied upon the GLIDE (Grid-based Ligand
Docking from Energetics) program (Glide, version 4.5, Schrödinger, LLC New York, NY
2007)177-179 for the docking simulations. These simulations were performed using the Xray crystal structure of the human alkyltransferase bound to a DNA oligonucleotide and
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containing O6-methylguanine determined at 3.2 Å resolution (PDB ID:1T38).171,180 For
our studies, DNA was removed except for O6-methylguanine, see Figure 4-3. Solvent
molecules in the protein crystal structure were deleted, except for a water molecule in the
active site (WAT 1), and the protein was then prepared for the docking studies by
processing it using Schrödinger’s protein preparation facility. This procedure minimizes
the protein to 0.30 Å RMSD using the OPLS-2001 force field. Later the protein/ligand
complex was taken and pursued Macromodel Mixed torsional /Low-mode sampling
conformational search (MacroModel, version 9.5, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY,
2007). This procedure employed OPLS 2001 force field, with a distance-dependent
electrostatic treatment with 2.0 units of dilectric constant.

Figure 4-3: Prepared protein of the human alkyltransferase without DNA.
methylguanine and WAT1 also shown.
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O6-

A 5Å shell of residues around the native ligand and water molecule were allowed
to undergo energy minimization. Later ASN 157 and ARG 135 residues along with the
rest of the protein residues were frozen for the conformational search. The ligand was
allowed to translate and rotate in the active site and generated 892 conformers.
The lowest energy conformer that retained the native ligand pose in the X-ray
crystal structure of PDB 1T38 was carried for further studies. O6-Methylguanine, O6benzylguanine and the O6-benzylguanine derivatives were prepared using Schrodinger’s
LigPrep facility. The initial docking studies were done with GLIDE (version 4.5,
Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2007) operating in either SP or XP mode.177-179
Maestro, version 8.0, Schrödinger Suite 2007, LLC New York, NY 2007) was employed
as the graphical user interface and for generation of the graphics used in the figures. The
best docked structure were chosen using the Glide_gscore function (Glide Score). For
enhanced docking accuracy the best docked structures from XP were used to calculate the
ligand partial charges and then redocked using Schrödinger’s QPLD (Quantum Polarized
Ligand Docking) method. In order to validate the docking approach, self docking was
performed using the partial native ligand O6-methylguanine using XP/QPLD. The RMS
of the docked pose when compared to the crystallographically observed position was 0.14
Å, and thus GLIDE produced a docking mode that closely resembled the X-ray crystal
structure.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Computational docking studies were performed using the GLIDE program
(version 4.5, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2007). The docked structures were
chosen for comparison with experimentally determined EC50 values using either the
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Glide Score or Emodel scoring function. For enhanced docking accuracy the best docked
structures using GLIDE extra precision (XP) mode were used to calculate ligand partial
charges in the protein environment and then redocked with XP using Schrödinger’s
QPLD (Quantum Polarized Ligand Docking) method.181 The Maestro user interface,
(version 8.0, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2007) was employed to set up the
GLIDE docking studies and for visualization of the results. The AGT X-ray crystal
structure chosen for our modeling studies was human alkyltransferase bound to DNA
containing O6-methylguanine and Cys145 mutated to serine to prevent the alkylation
reaction from taking place.171 In our modeling studies, Ser145 was mutated back to
cysteine. To validate the docking approach, self-docking was performed with XP/QPLD
using the partial native ligand: O6-methylguanine. The RMS of the docked pose when
compared to the crystallographically observed position of the O6-methylguanine moiety
was 0.14 Å, and thus GLIDE produced a docking mode that closely resembled the X-ray
crystal structure. Thus, our hypothesis was that GLIDE would be capable of producing
docking poses for the compounds studied that are similar to the position, orientation and
conformation adopted by the ligands prior to nucleophilic attack by Cys145 and that the
docking scores obtained would correlate well with the experimentally observed ED50
values for enzyme inactivation. Although there is a crystal structure available for human
alkyltransferase benzylated at Cys145.163 this structure was not employed to model the
O6-benzylguanine analogs described in this study since the GLIDE program is unsuitable
for modeling covalent bonds formed between the ligand and protein.
In addition to O6-methylguanine, compounds 1-3, 5-7 and O6-benzylguanine were
docked to human alkyltransferase using the GLIDE XP. Each pose of these compounds
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was redocked with XP using the QPLD method. The coefficient of determination (i.e.,
the square of the correlation coefficient, R2) was calculated between QPLD Glide Scores
vs. log(ED50) values, determined in the presence of DNA, as part of a linear regression
analysis. An acceptable R2 value of 0.86 between log(ED50) values and XP/QPLD Glide
Scores was obtained (Figure 4-4).
Emodel scores were also used for correlation studies. It had been previously
observed by Bytheway and Cohran182 that Emodel scores correlated better with log(ED50)
values than Glide Scores in their particular study. In our study, the coefficient of
determination obtained between E-Model scores (obtained from XP/QPLD calculations)
vs. log(ED50) values via a linear regression analysis gave an exceptional R2 of 0.96,
shown in Figure 4-5. It is noteworthy that Emodel is a composite scoring function,
derived from a combination of the Glide Score itself coupled with Coulombic energy, van
der Waals energy, and ligand strain energy terms, and is used by GLIDE to select the best
docking pose for each individual inhibitor regardless of the scoring function subsequently
used and to rank order the inhibitors. Emodel scores were also used for correlation
studies. It had been previously observed by Bytheway and Cohran182 that Emodel scores
correlated better with Log(ED50) values than Glide Scores in their particular study. In our
study, the correlation coefficient obtained between Emodel (obtained from XP/QPLD
calculations) vs. Log(ED50) via a linear regression analysis gave an exceptional
correlation coefficient of 0.99, shown in Figure 4-5. It is noteworthy that Emodel is a
composite scoring function, derived from a combination of the Glide Score itself coupled
with Coulombic energy, van der Waals energy, and ligand strain energy terms, and is
used to both select the best docking pose for each inhibitor and rank order the inhibitors.
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QPLD_Glide_scores Vs log(ED50)

R² = 0.8638
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Figure 4-4:
Plot of log(ED50) values versus QPLD_Glide_scores. Numbering
corresponds to compounds listed in Table 3. The ED50 values determined in the presence
of DNA from Table 2 were used.
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compounds listed in Table3. The ED50 values determined in the presence of DNA from
Table 2 were used.
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From examination of the QPLD based docking modes, one can conclude that the
binding affinities correlate quite well with the number of hydrogen bonds and good van
der Waals contacts formed between the inhibitor and the alkyltransferase binding site.
There is insufficient space to adequately accommodate the ortho substituted
benzylguanines. Thus, due to fewer favorable van der Waals contacts and due to their
fewer hydrogen bonds, compounds 3 and 7 are the least potent of the inhibitors we tested
in the present study. On the other hand, compounds 1 and 2 exhibit four and three
hydrogen bonds respectively and both form good van der Waals contacts with the
receptor. The main reasons for enhanced effectiveness compared to other analogs.
Further, the ortho analogs have the lowest hydrogen bonds. All the values of these
parameters are summarized in Table 2.
Table 4-2. Docking parameters derived from docking compounds 1-3, 5-7, O6benzylguanine and O6-methylguanine to human alkyltransferase.
Compound
Number

Inhibitor

E-model
Score

Glide H-bonds
Score

Good
vdw
Contacts
297

2

O6-[3-(aminomethyl)benzyl]guanine

-88.1

-9.42

4

1

O6-[4-(aminomethyl)benzyl]guanine

-82.0

-9.46

3

312

5

O6-[4-(methyl)benzyl]guanine

-81.5

-9.54

3

306

O6-benzylguanine

-78.2

-8.79

3

287

O -[3-(methyl)benzyl]guanine

-77.5

-9.30

3

289

O6-methylguanine

-56.6

-7.16

4

177

3

O6-[2-(aminomethyl)benzyl]guanine

-52.2

-6.75

2

260

7

O6-[2-(methyl)benzyl]guanine

-52.0

-6.12

1

180

6

6
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Figure 4-6 shows the key hydrogen bonding interactions of compound 2 with
human alkyltransferase. Interactions with residues Tyr114, Cys145, Ser159 and Asn137
are seen. (All except for the interaction with Tyr114 involve interaction with protein
backbone rather than the amino acid side chains.)

Figure 4-6: The key hydrogen bonding interactions of compound 2 (O6-[3(aminomethyl)benzyl]guanine) with the protein residues represented in stick model. The
inhibitor is represented in green for carbon, blue for nitrogen and red for oxygen. The rest
of the protein as pale green ribbon cartoon.

Figure 4-7 shows an overlay of all of the inhibitor poses in the active site with O6methylguanine. It is clearly apparent that compounds 3 and 7 are not oriented in the
catalytic site of human alkyltransferase in same way as the other inhibitors. Having
obtained a co-efficient of determination close to 0.96 and visual inspection of all the
analogs clearly validated our model by accurately predicting weak inhibitor capabilities
of ortho substituents. Further, we used this AGT model to virtually screen the NCI
Diversity Set 2 consisting of 1880 small molecules. After the virtual screening using the
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GlideXP scoring function we retained the top 50 molecules and they were tested for
biological activity by Dr. Natalia A Loktionova, and Dr. Sreenivas. We found 7 novel
lead compounds that caused the following % of AGT activity to remain at 200 μM of
these small molecule concentrations (Figure 4-8).

Figure 4-7: Overlay of the position of all of the docked compounds in the human
alkyltransferase active site with the native ligand O6-methylguanine and parent inhibitor
O6-benzylguanine. All of the potent inhibitor poses (compounds 1, 2, 5, 6 and O6benzylguanine) in green are oriented in the same way as the native ligand O6methylguanine. The ineffective inhibitors O6-[2-(aminomethyl)benzyl]guanine (3) in red
and O6-[2-(methyl)benzyl]guanine (7) in yellow are not oriented in the same way as O6methylguanine. The rest of the color code is the same as Fig 4.
We found an interesting observation that our virtual screening studies identified
NSC 45383 to be streptonigrin, an aminoquinone known to have antitumour and
antibacterial properties. Moreover, this compound functions through DNA inhibition, and
induces DNA strand breaks, however, the target enzyme is not known till date. Hence our
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model helped identify an already existing inhibitor and identified AGT as its target
(Figure 4-9).

Figure 4-8: AGT activity remaining (%) at 200 uM of the following NSC drugs
4.5 Conclusion
The addition of a meta aminomethyl group to O6-benzylguanine forming compound 2
results in an approximately 20-fold improvement in the ability to inactivate purified
human alkyltransferase. This improvement is seen in assays conducted with or without
added DNA. It is noteworthy that the molecular modeling studies showed a similar trend
and an R2 of 0.90 (data not shown) for a linear regression analysis of log(ED50),
determined in the absence of DNA, vs. XP/QPLD Glide Scores and an R 2 of 0.98 (data
not shown) for log(ED50), determined in the absence of DNA, vs. Emodel scores were
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obtained. As previously noted, inactivation of alkyltransferase by O6-benzylguanine183 is
enhanced 3-4 –fold by the presence of DNA, which stimulates the rate of alkyl
transfer.184
In contrast, some O6-benzylguanine derivatives with bulky substituents are much
less potent inhibitors in the presence of DNA since they cannot be accommodated in the
active site when DNA is bound there

184,185

. The inactivation of alkyltransferase by

compounds 1 and 2 was increased by the presence of DNA indicating that these
compounds, like O6-benzylguanine, do not compete with DNA for access to the active
site. However compound 1, the para aminomethyl- derivative did not show any
improvement in inhibitory potency over O6-benzylguanine itself. These results are very
well explained by the molecular modelling studies, which indicate the formation of an
additional hydrogen bond when compound 2 is bound in the active site. The aminomethyl
group from 2 but not 1 is able to interact with Asn137. This also explains why a simple
methyl substitution (compound 6) was ineffective since it cannot form this bond. The
modelling studies also show clearly why the ortho- substituted O6-benzylguanine
derivatives (3 and 7) are much less effective (> 200-fold) than O6-benzylguanine since,
due to steric clashes, they cannot be positioned in the same way as the parent compound.
Our results not only demonstrate that 2 may be a valuable alkyltransferase
inhibitor but they also show clearly the value of molecular modelling for the design of
improved alkyltransferase inhibitors. The remarkable correlation coefficient obtained
using XP/QPLD via E-Model and the compounds tested here shows that the available
structures of human alkyltransferase can clearly be used for this process. The remarkable
R2 values obtained using XP/QPLD with E-Model scoring for ranking the compounds
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tested here shows that the structure of human alkyltransferase bound to DNA containing
O6-methylguanine and Cys145 mutated to serine can clearly be used as a starting
structure for this process. The mutation of Ser145 back to Cys, as is appropriate for the
wild type enzyme, and refinement of the structure obtained with MacroModel was
essential in order to obtain the R2 values we report.

Figure 4-9: The key hydrogen bonding interactions of streptonigrin (NSC 45383) with the
protein residues represented in stick model. The inhibitor is represented in brown for
carbon, blue for nitrogen and red for oxygen. The rest of the protein as magneta ribbon
cartoon.
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The model we have generated should be highly useful in the design of more potent
inhibitors by performing additional modeling studies on O6-benzylguanine analogs and
by virtually screening databases of commercially available compounds to identify
potential new lead compounds for further elaboration. And we started with the GlideXP
virtual screening studies of NCI Diversity set2 (NCId2) obtained from NIH to our AGT
model produced more than 100 lead hits that can inhibit AGT. When our collaborators
tested for their % of AGT biological activity remaining at 200 μM for all these 50 top
scoring compounds, we identified 7 novel lead compounds.
Interestingly, we observed that our studies discovered the NSC 45383 to be
streptonigrin, an aminoquinone known to have antitumour and antibacterial properties
(Figure 4-9). Until now the exact target is unknown, but our studies clearly showed that
AGT remains as its prime target to inhibit DNA synthesis. As part of my future research,
studies involves finding Lead molecules to inhibit AGT protien. So presently pursuing
virtual screening docking studies by docking large libraries of Zinc Leadlike compounds
( around 1.8 million compounds) in the Global energy conformer of AGT 1T38 obtained
through GlideXP virtual screening studies.
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Appendix A. Supporting information and copyright permissions for chapter 2

Figure A-1: Generic representation of second lowest energy
hydroxyurea analog IFD structures, 8 is shown as an example.

pose

for

all

A.1 Analysis of second low energy pose
The significant hydrogen bonding contribution of HN'

leads us to examine the best

binding pose of hydroxyurea analogs in OxyHb that involve hydrogen bonding with
HN' to residues other than Gly25. This pose had hydrogen bonding to Od for all analogs
except 1 and 7. All IFD poses generated for 1 have hydrogen bonding to the OGly25. The
generic representation of this pose is depicted in Figure A1. We postulate that these
108

orientations will not be highly populated since the hydroxyurea analog radicals
formed in reaction scheme 1 (Figure 7) cannot be stabilized in MetHb as the oxygen
would be transformed into hydrogen peroxide and leaves the active site. The results also
reveal that these binding poses have low favorable binding energies compared to the
binding poses of HU analogs that has HN' hydrogen bonded to OGly25. These results
convinced us that the second pose is a less populated low energy binding pose or
may not even exist.

Figure A-2: Image retrieved from local structure similarity profile webpage for
Adult Hemoglobin (HbA) protein (PDB/Chain ID: 2DN1/A). The heme is represented in
stick model, conserved residues colored red in CPK, and the protein in cartoon
representation. The rainbow colored band shows the structural similar of residues
ranging from blue (variable) to red (structurally conserved).
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Figure A-3: Mutiple sequence alignment studies of human globin chains includes
α-Hb, δ-Hb, β-Hb, Cytoglobin, Myoglobin and Human Neuroglobin using ClustalW2
in which 2DN1-A is used as the query protein. Legends given below the sequences
represent residues that are identical ("*"), observed conserved substitutions (":"), and
observed semi-conserved substitutions ("."). The amino acid residues are colored
according to their physiochemical properties in which red implies small
hydrophobic (AFILMPVWY); blue implies acidic (DE); purple implies basic (HKR)
and green implies with hydroxyls and amines and basic too (CGHNQSTY)

A.2 Sequence alignment studies
Multiple sequence alignment

studies

were performed

using globin

sequences

suggested by ProBiS. ClustalW2 was used to align selected proteins with the query
sequence and visually inspect active site conserved residues (Figure A3).
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A.3 Permissions
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Appendix B. Supporting information for catalase work

Figure B-1: Predicted binding orientations of hydroxyurea analogs (3, and 4) pose
conformations in catalase CpdI.

Figure B-2: Modified analogs of 6 along with7
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Figure B-3: Predicted binding orientations of hydroxyurea analogs (6a, and 6b) that gave
pose A like conformations in catalase CpdI

Figure B-4: Hydroxylamine reaction with catalase to produce HNO
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Figure B-5: Torsional angle Vs Energy plot
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